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Alexander interviews for
Cal State-Long Beach post
New president could be
choSen by Wednesday
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
California State UniversityLong Beach could name a new
president next week after the
Board of Trustees interviewed
the four finalists — including
Murray State President Dr. King
Alexander — this past week.
Beach
State-Long
Cal
spokeswoman Colleen BentleyAdler said the announcement
could come as early as Thursday
or Friday, depending on when
the chancellor can contact the
board's choice as well as the
three other finalists. Alexander.

41. was the last of the four finalists to visit the Long Beach campus when he met with faculty,
staff, students, alumni and community members Thursday. The
visit also included an open
forum.
During the forum, Alexander
said he'd work to improve the
university's graduation rate and
student achievement if he came
to Long Beach, according to a
story in Friday's Long Beach
Press-Telegram. In recent years.
Alexander has taken pride in
Murray State's graduation rates,
which are among the most
improved in Kentucky and

region.
The questions at the .
forum.
which
att.racted.
more than
200 people
for each candidate, also
Alexander
focused on
issues such _as the balance
between teaching and research,
ways to increase diversity and
means to improve student performance. according to the Long
Beach newspaper. Alexander
also stressed the importance of
increased fund-raising efforts
President's
CSULB's
for
Scholars program.
Alexander cited his past
experience, including work as

an assistant professor and coordinator of the higher education
program at the University of
Illinois, when asked at the forum
if he could handle the transition
from MSU, which has about
10,100 students enrolled this
semester, to the 33,000-student
Long Beach campus — known -as 'The Beach" — according to
the Press-Telegram.
Alexander, who succeeded
his father, Kern, as president in
2001, said earlier this month
when the finalists names were
announced he had no plans to
leave Murray.
Alexander was unable. to be
reached for comment Friday.
The other finalists are Wilson
G. Bradshaw, president of

II See Page 2A

Easley honored
with alumni
center's naming
the decision to name the Alumni
By GREG TRAVIS
Center after him at a Murray'
Staff Writer
Friends, family, alumni and State University Board of
supporters gathered Friday Regents meeting in June. "They
afternoon for an official dedica- called me and asked me to come
tion ceremony naming ..the' .1athe meeting. When I got there
Murray State University Alumni they conducted their vote and
Center in honor of Sid Easley. a told me about it."
As a 12-year member of the
1962 graduate and former MSU
regent. The event was highlight- MSU Board of Regents. Easley,
ed by the unveiling of a portrait 64, played an active role in uniof Easley by Murray artist Joy versity affairs, serving as.chairman of the board for II years. In
Thomas.
"I am very flattered and 1987 he was named as the first
pleased by all of the attention," recipient of the Murray State
Easley said. "I am just extreme- University Alumni Association's
Golden Horseshoe Award. From
ly grateful to everyone."
He said Murray State 1978 through 1979 he served as
University had been a big part of the president of the Murray State
his life and the lives of his fami- University Alumni Association
ly members, because they all Board of Governors.
While attending MSU he
grew up in western Kentucky.
"Murray State University gave served as president • of the
Government
all of us opportunities we may Student
never have had if it hadn't been Association and president of the
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
here."
Jim Carter, MSU associate
Ea.sley said he first learned of

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Phpto

Sid Easley (left) is pictured at Friday afternoon's dedication ceremony naming the Murray State University
Alumni Center in his honor. Pictured with him is Murray
artist Joy Thomas who was commissioned to paint the
Easley portrait that will hang at the center.
vice president of institutional Easley for his numerous comriadvancement, said before the butions, years of service and the
celebration that Easley has value of undying loyalty that he
enthusiastically supported stu- has set for others through his
dent, alumni and community remarkable dedication to the
activities through his student university."
Carter said Fasley's record of
involvement and MSU tenure.
"The Sid Easley Alumni Center
will stand as a testament to Sid •See Page 2A

MHS 2005
Football
Homecoming
Queen & Court
SCOTT NANNEY Lecto
Times Pr

Brianna Fields (center)
2005
crowned
was
Murray High Football
Homecoming Queen last
night prior to the Tigers'
31-22 win over Fulton
Stewart
at
County
Stadium. Fields' court
left)
includes (from
Hays, Kate
Lindsey
Duncan, Laura Wilson
and Maggie Tate. For
coverage of the game.
see today's sports section.
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Sandy Wheeler speaks to nearly 120 women and a few
men Friday during a breast cancer awareness luncheon
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Wheeler, who lives
in Nashville, was diagnosed with breast cancer more than
3 1/2 years ago when she was more than seven months
pregnant.

Breast cancer
survivor delivers
message ofhtessings
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Sandy Wheeler has learned a
lot of lessons since she Was
diagnosed with breast cancer
more than 3 1/2 years ago. But
both as a warning and encouragement. Wheeler challsnges
women — even young women
— to take responsibility for their
health.
"Don't think you are invinciEe. Cancer cioeSn'T care about
your age, your gender. your
race," your status.it can affect
anyone," she said. "Don't rely
on your doctor for everything.
Your body is constantly changing. We see it every day: tljey
see it-once or twice a
Wheeler shared her breast
cancer experience with nearly
120 women and even a few men
National
the
during
Mammography Day event
Friday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She recounted
the details of Feb. 11, 2002 — a
day that changed her life.
More than seven months
pregnant with her first child, the
then-30-year-old Wheeler was'
in her doctor's office because of
a supposed clogged milk duct in
her right breast. A dozen mammography pictures later, she
learned otherwise.
Wheeler remembers her doctor's words: "She came back in
the room and said, 'I'm 98 percent sure you have • breast cancer.' Quite jarring. I vaguely
remember she followed up with
phrases like 'caught early' and
'you're not going to die.' But
here I was seven months pregnant and I was thinking, would I
be here to raise my daughter."
Her daughter, Hannah. is
now 3 1/2 years old. Wheeler's
parents who accompanied their
daughter from Nashville to
Murray for Friday's event said
their granddaughter is a happy,
Wheeler
child.
talkative
described her only child as the
little angel who saved her life.
Weighing 6 pounds, 10 1/2
ounces. Hannah was delivered
four weeks early so her mother
could undergo a bilateral mastectomy. chemotherapy. 28
rounds of radiation and recon-
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di I vaguely
remember she
followed up with
phrases like 'caught
early' and 'you're not
going to die.' But
here I was seven
months pregnant and
I was thinking, would
I be here to raise my
daughter. y
— Sandy Wheeler
'Code Pink' co-founder
struction.
Since then. Wheeler cofounded Code Pink as a nonprofit network for women in
their 20s, 30s and 40s who have
been affected by breast cancer.
After all, she knows first hand
the lack of resources for premenopausel women who have
survived the disease.
An estimated 211.240 new
cases of invasive breast.cancer
are expected to occur among
U.S. women during 2005.
according to the American
Cancer Society. More than 2
million women are living in the
United States with the disease
and nearly 40,410 women will
die from the disease this year.
Meanwhile. less than 5 percent of all breast cancer cases
occurs in women younger than
40. according to ACS. Breast
cancer also is the most common
form of the disease among preg•nant and postpartum women.
occurring in one of every 3:000
pregnancies.
While Wheeler likely knoVeS
those statistics, she wasn't inter;
ested in sharing statistics (,11
Friday. She said statistics are
more than numbers, they .• are
people like her who faced a 45.ease. So she stuck with her story:
"While this journey has beefs
a whirlwind of ups and downs."
she said. "I consider myself
blessed."
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sera ice and dedication to
Murray State University is
unprecedented. He has lead the
way in what we want our alumni to be. He had an active and
rich experience at MSU and he
has never ceased to demonstrate
his passion for the university."
Easley has served in every
leadership capacity that we have
asked him to. Carter added.
And he was head of Vision
Quest, the first capital campaign
we held which raised more than
530 million."
Carter said because of
Easley's loyalty, service and
dedication to Murray State
University it is only appropriate
that he be recognized in this
way.
"I don't think I have ever had
a conversation with Sid Easley
that he didn't include MSU. He
truly bleeds blue and gold,"
Carter said.
Alan Stout. a Marion attorney • and
Alumni
MSU
Association president, was quoted as saying that Easley's impact
on Murray State University had
been a tremendous, positive one.
His legacy at MSU goes far
beyond the bricks and mortar in
this beautiful building." he said,
"Indeed, students for generations to come will benefit from
his leadership and commitment
to Murray State University."
A regent. Stout said he considered it an honor and a privilege to succeed 'Easley on the
board. "This certainly gives me
a great appreciation of the
impact he has had on the university through his service on the
board."
Stout noted that as a practicing attorney, he was very aware
of the time commitments that
service on the board required of
a person and the strains that it
can put on a person. "As a practicing attorney. _I can also say
that Sid Easley is very highly
regarded among his peers."
MSU President Dr. King
Alexander, told the crowd,"This
a special day in the history of
Murray State University. Since
Sid Easley became a member of
the MSU Board of Regents all
one has to do is look around
campus to see what has been

MICHAEL DAWLedger
Tunes Photos
Mike Stoddard, a 1983
graduate of Murray
High School. makes a
swan sculpture out of
a block of ice (before
at top. after at right)
using a chainsaw
Friday morning at
Murray
Elementary
School. Stoddard, who
owns
Season's
Catering and Special
Occasion
catering
service in Lexington.
was in town over the
weekend performing
at the Murray schools.
He planned a homecoming breakfast for
Murray High students
this morning
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GREG TRAVIS/Leoger & Times Photo
The Sid Easley Alumni Center on the campus of Murray
State University.
accomplished. It is an honor to made by her husband. Fred
Thomas.
name this facility after him."
A painter of portraits, still life
Alexander said Easley's dedication as a board member also .and landscapes. she has comhad a great influence upon the pleted many portraits commisoutstanding graduation rates that sioned for leaders of business,
government, academia and
the university was exhibiting.
-There's virtually nothing on finance. She was commissioned
campus that hasn't been touched to paint the official portrait of
in some way by Sid Easley," he the Secretary' of the Navy that
said. -Nobody thinks, cares or hangs in the permanent collecreacts to MSU like he does. Sid tion of the Pentagon.
Easley is a former district
lives and breathes MSU. He is
indeed dedicated to MSU's judge and the first district judge
expansion and growth."
to serve the Cilloway/Marshall
"No other person has given to county district, a former twoMSU the way that Sid Easley term Calloway County Attorney
has," added former Murray State and has served on the Murray
president Dr. Kern Alexander. City School Board. He has been
"He has helped to guide the uni- practicing law since 1968.
versity, the schools, the churches
He-also served as the head of
and the community, His tremen- the Boy Scout drive which
dous commitment to MSU while raised $2.5 million in support of
on the board for many years was locating the former Boy Scouts
key to the success of the univer- of America museum on the
sity.
Murray State University cam'There is no place more fit- pus.
tingle hate Sid Easley's name
EasJey who is originally
in Murray than on this building from south Graves County, is
located right here on_a vital_rnain .married and has two sons. His
street to Murray and the univer- wife, Melissa Henry Easley, was
sit)."
the Outstanding Senior Woman
Thomas noted that it was a in 1964 and has degrees in nurspleasure to do the painting. She ing and elementary education.
also said that she found Eailey
Easley said he has enjoyed
to be pleasingly engaging. "He every second of living and raismakes eye contact. He engages ing a • family in Murray and
in conversation. I paint all over Calloway County. He said he
the world, and I can say that Sid was also very proud that his two
Easley has personality."
sons — Don, who lives in
She noted that the portrait Baltimore, Md.. and Eric, who
was placed in a grand reproduc- lives in Turkey — returned
tion of an antique Italian frame home to attend the event.

ell—a-c---Long beach faculty.
stall. student, alumni representaThey are seeking a replacement By JOE BIESK
for President Bob Maxon. who Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
is retiring after I I years:
Top
officials in Gov. Ernie
Maxon ‘ktIl st:o on .board in
• Fletcher's administration met
the coming year to assist CSU
regularly to consider preselected
ChanLellor Charles B. Reed candidates
for state merit jobs
LL all maim academic issues, despite internal
concerns,
including the university's neLv according to court documents.
education doctorate program.
The documents filed late
and setae as a mentor to new Friday show some advisers
presidents in the CM'sv stem.
within the administration had
concerns its Cr the legality of

what eventually became known
as the "Governor's Personnel
Initiative." Some meetings
between administration officials
even grew heated as they discussed placing preferred candidates into rank-and-file jobs.
According to the documents.
Dave Disponett — the state
Republican Party treasurer who
was given a Capitol office and
taxpayer-funded secretary —
argued with a Health and Family

NOTICE
• T ne Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustees will meet at 11:30 a.m. Wednesday
board room. The agenda includes an employee benefits update, child care center information and discussion on the strategic plan. Two executive sessions are expected to follow the open
-!1‘avting.
8 The Calloway County Fiscal Court will meet in regular session Tuesday at 7 p.m at the
'1."L;aas Center. Agenda items include resolution accepting roads into the county. animal control
ordinance, employing an auditor for the 2004-05 audit, and an executive session for proposed or
pending litigation
•To report a Town Crier item. call 753-1916

Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-4751

There s something special about eating at the dinner
table with family and friends.
The table is a place where memories are made and
lessons are learned.
In this new series of talks entitled The Table, we'll
discover how we can find our life s purpose and meaning
at the table.
So, pull up a chair and join us at The Journey Church this
Sunday.

Services official over hiring the
best qualified candidates.
"If you only hired the most
qualified people, how will our
people ever, get
Disponett said in one encounter
highlighted in the documents.
Prosecutors filed the documents in response to former
Fletcher chief of staff Daniel
Groves, who was indicted in
September on misdemeanor
charges that he violated personnel laws. Groves wants the court
to dismiss his indictments and
strike them from the record.
Groves was indicted along
with Vince Fields. the former
director of Fletcher's local outreach office. Disponen and GOP
official J. Marshall Hughes were
indicted Thursday on misdemeanor charges of conspiracy to
commit political discrimination.
In late August. Fletcher pardoned nine people who had been
indicted in the investigation, and
said he was offering blanket
amnesty to anyone who could
lace charges stemming from the
probe. Neither Groves. Fields,
Disponett nor Hughes was
named in the pardon.
Groves claimed he should be
covered by the pardon.
Deputy Attorney General
Pierce Whites said Fletcher's
pardon should be "invalid as
extended to Groves and Fields."
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Center,
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Obituaries
Mr. Clifton Jones
Mr. Clifton Jones, 91, Hazel, Ky., died Friday,
Oct. 21, 2005, at 2:24 p.m. at Hilltop Nursing
Home in Kuttawa, Ky.
Arrangements were incomplete at presstime
Friday night. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge.

Mrs. Mary Murray
Funeral services were held for Mrs. Mary
Murray today (Saturday) at 11 a.m. at Murray
Cemetery with the Rev. Michael Williams officiating. No visitation services were held.
Mrs. Murray, 75, Puryear, Tenn., died
Thursday, Oct. 20, 2005, at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She was preceded in
death,by her parents. Rolla and Lola Busby Griffin
and her husband, Donald Murray.
She is survived by four sons, James Murray,
Puryear, Mark Plano and Bob Plano, both of
Honda, and Tony Plano, and one brother, Bill
Griffin.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home was in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Deborah Baker

The funeral for Mrs. Deborah Baker will be
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Art Heinz will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. No visitation is scheduled.
Mrs. Baker, 54, Broad Street, Murray, died
Thursday. Oct. 20, 2005, at 10:52 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray. She was born July
24. 1951.
Preceding her in death were her mother, Mary
Sykes, and one sister, Connie Foster.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Cindy
Hudson and husband, Ron, Kansas City, Mo,; one
son, Daniel Grosskoph, Blue Springs, Mo.: one
sister, Mrs. Tracy West and husband, Jack,
Murray; two brothers, Michael Cornett and wife,
_Elizabeth, Murray, and William Cornett and wife,
Dorothy. Louisville; three grandchildren, Nathan.
Nelson and Jennifer Grosskoph; two nieces; seven
nephews.

Mrs. Wanda Jean Freeman

The funeral for Mrs. Wanda Jean Freeman will
be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Revs.
Kendrick Lewis and Elijah Balentine will officiate. Burial will follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home_ after 5
p.m. today (Saturday).
Mrs. Freeman, 58, Fox Meadows Drive,
Murray, died Thursday, Oct. 20,2005, at 2:35 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a
member of Independence United Methodist
Church and was employed by Murray State
University.

Wilma rips ashore,
pummels resorts

Born Feb. 24, 1947. in Alm°, she was the
daughter of the late Lee B. Bell and Noveda May
Nanney Bell. Survivors include her husband,
Milton Freeman; one brother. Glen Bell. Almo;
one nephew, Steve Bell, Troy, Tenn.; one cousin,
Sandra Barron and husband, Bobby, Murray.
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Mrs. Barbara Sue Cavitt Jones

Ito furteral for Mrs, Barbara Sue Cavitt Jones
was today (Saturday) at It a.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Harvey Lynn Elder
and Amos Allen officiated. Burial was in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones, 75, Farmington, died Wednesday,
Oct. 19, 2005, at 11:10 a.m. at Jackson Purchase
Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired employee of Curlee Clothing
Company, Mayfield, she was a graduate of
Farmington High School. She was a member of
Farmington Church of Christ and of Farmington
Homemakers Club.
Two brothers, James Cavin and Billy Cavitt,
preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
late Otho Cavitt and Mae Robbins Cavitt.
Survivors include her husband. Ray H. Jones,
to whom she had been married for 52 years; two
daughters, Mrs. Debbie Smith and husband,
Randy. Mayfield, and Mrs. Sandy McEndree and
husband, Shane, Farmington; four sisters, Mrs.
Frances Bennett and husband. Fred, and Mrs.
Sally Wright, all of Mayfield, Mrs. Joyce Wilferd,
Farmington. and Mrs. Jean Miller and husband,
Fred. Benton; two grandchildren.

Scherffius Memorial

The family and friends of Howard Charles and
Mary Frances Scheriffius will gather for a graveside memorial service on Thursday, Oct. 27, 2005,
at 1 p.m. at their grave site at the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mary Frances Scherffius died Aug. 25. 1996, at
her home in Louisville. She was a retired elementary school teacher and active member of First
Presbyterian Church, Shelbyville. She was the
daughter of the late Gladys Rogers. A number of
her relatives are still living in Murray.
Howard Charles Scherffius died July 19, 2005,
on his 94th birthday at his home in Louisville. He
was a retired sales manager for Louisville Gas and
Electric and the former Spencer County Highway
engineer. He was also an active member of First
Presbyterian Church, Shelbyville. He was the son
of the late Ben and Mae Scherffius of Murray.
-Mr, and Mrs. Scheriffius are survived_ by we
son, Steven Howard Scherffius and wife. Teresa;
-two granddaiithiers. Syndra Scherffius_ Osborn
and husband. Jeff, and Susan Scherffius Jakes and
husband, Phil; and great-grandchildren. Taylor
and Jamie Osborn and Madelyn and Benjamin
Jakes.
Ratterman Brothers Funeral Home of
Louisville was in charge of arrangements.
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Members of the U.S. Capitol Police Bomb Squad approach a vehicle a few blocks from
the Capitol Building Friday in Washington. Two men were questioned Friday after one
of them told police there was a bomb in their car directly in front of the U.S. Capitol, and
several blocks were cordoned off, authorities said. Capitol Police exploded a package
in the car as a precaution.

Bomb scare Friday near Capitol
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
young man was taken for a psychiatric examination Friday
after telling police there was a
bomb in his car in front of the
Capitol. Police exploded a package inside the vehicle as a precaution.
The unidentified driver and a
passenger parked near the corner of' First Street and
Constitution Avenue. The heavily traveled area was sealed off
shortly before II am: after the
driver told police he had a
bomb.
A bomb squad member used
a mirror to examine the underside of the car. Later, police
blew up whatever was inside.
causing a. flash and loud noise
and blowing open a back door.
"We were able to go in and
safely examine the package in
question, and it contained inert
materials, nothing of any clan:

ger," Assistant U.S. Capitol
Pialice Chief James Rohan said. -The driver was taken to a
Washington hospital for a psychiatric evaluation, while the
other man, who identified himself to reporters as Sean Stover,
was questioned and released.
Stover said he was hitchhiking Thursday in Daytona Beach.

Ha.. when the driver picked him
-up. When. they got to
Washington the driver "claimed
he was best friends with the
president," Stover said.
They parked the car and "he
got out and claimed he was
gonna go in the White House or
something. That's all I know."

SheriftPolicelogs
Calloway County Sheriffs Department
• West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative reported theft of services from a Cherry Corner Road residence at 2 p.m. Thursday.
• A receiving stolen property more than $300 case was opened
after a shopper on Main Street reported at 5:01 p.m. Thursday
locating some personal belongings.
Murray State University Police Department
• Destiny Hammond of Paducah was cited for possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia at 10:41 a.m.
Thursday at the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
• An officer was assisting Murray Police Department with a burglary in progress at 1605.Locust St. No one was found in the residence.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

BB&T

Wilma tears into resorts

By The Associated Press
CANCUN, Mexico(AP) — Hurricane Wilma tore into Mexico's
resort-studded Caribbean coastline on Friday with torrential rains
-and-shocking winds, filling streets with water, shattered _glass and
debris as thousands of tourists hunkered-down in hotel ballrooms_
and emergency shelters.
shatter"ed windows and --:1to
Packing winds of 140 mph, the srm
downed trees that crushed cars on the island of Cozumel, a popular
cruise-ship stop. Pay phones jutted from floodwaters in the famed
hotel zone.
The fearsome Category 4 storm, which killed 13 people in Haiti
30'
and Jamaica, was expected to pummel the tip of the Yucatan
8 P-mGulf(I
Moo. Atian(
h
Peninsula for two days, sparking fears of catastrophic damage. It is
FLA
Memo-,
Ocean
*
forecast to sideswipe Cuba before bearing down on Honda on
*Mame
Monday.
8p.m.
"Tin roofing is flying through the air everywhere. Palm trees are
Sun.
_]
0
falling down. Signs are in the air and cables are snapping," Julio
Sat.
TOrres told The Associated Press by telephone from the Red Cross
CUBA
office in Cozumel.
11 p.m. Frt.
"Not even emergency vehicles have been able to go out on the
so°
streets, because the winds are too strong."
Hurricane Wilma (Category 4)
Officials said damage assessment teams couldn't reach Cozumel
LOCATION MOVEMENT MAX WIND
mph
until late Saturday, at the earliest.
NW 3 mph 140
20.8 N
As of 11 p.m. EDT
88.9 w

Slow-moving Hurricane Wilma is
expected to drench the tip of the
Yucatan peninsula for two days,
sparking fears of catastrophic
damage.
NC.. •
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1ST 12 months
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CHECK OUT THESE UNITS!
$13,900
2005 Buick Century Custom
4 Door. V-6, Power Seat, Windows. Locks,
Tilt Cruise. Beige. 28.000 Miles
$29.900
2005 Chevrolet Ext. Cab 4x4
3/4 Ton. Diesel, 14,000 Miles. Like New Back
$11,900

2005 Pontiac Sunfire
2 Door, 4 Cyl., Auto., Power Windows, Tilt,
Locks, CD Player White

$24,900
2004 GMC Ext. Cab 4x4
14 Ton Diesel, Auto., Red, Loaded, Extra Clean
2003 Nissan Xterra SE Super Charged 4x4 $18,900
Local. 24.000 Miles, Looks Like New!

$19,900
2002 Toyota 4 Runner SR-5
2-Wheel Dnve, 32.000 Miles. Gray, One OWner!

$16,900
2001 Chevrolet Ext. Cab 4x4
4 Doors, LS Package, 61,000 Miles, Copper Nice
2000 GMC Reg. Cab Sportside 4x4
V-8, Auto., Local, Red. Very Sharp!

Introducing The BB&T Stepped Rate CD

$13,900
2000 Cadillac Escalade 4x4
V-8, Loaded, Chrome Wheels. Looks New!
2000 Chrysler Town & Country Limited
Loaded, V-6, 79,000 Miles, Ekctnc Red

$9,900

$11,900
2000 Honda Odyssey EX
Leather V-6. Power Doors. White, Rear Air. Nice

$7,900
1999 Chevrolet 5-10 Ext. Cab
4 Cyf. Auto., 72.000 Miles, White, Extra Clean!
$13,900
1999 Jeep Wrangler Safara 4.0
6 Cyl , Auto., Hard Top. Air, Only 44,000 Miles!

,O
1998 Ford Conversion Van
High Top, TV, VCR. Bed In Rear. 88,000 Miles. Blue

2002 Chrysler PT Cruiser Touring Edition .$10,900
Loaded. 48,000 Miles, White, Extra Clean

$16,900
1998 BMW 540i
V-8 Moonroof Sport Package, Premium Package.
AY kir)es

-411,ft

(Don't you wish everything was like this?)

$12,900

$22,900
2002 BMW 3251
4 Door 6 Cyl . Auto Premium Package,
CD Player, 45.000 Miles, White

$13,900
2002 Honda Accord Ex
4 Door, 4 Cyl., Auto., Moonroot 53,000 Miles,
Like New

48 MONTH CD WITH BALANCES OF $1,000 TO $99,999

Visit us wine todaylli

When you invest in a BB&T Stepped
Rate CD, you get a 4-year rate that's
guaranteed to get better every year
Regardless of what the market does.
So you get the secure investment
you need and the high return that
you deserve.

• $1,000 minimum deposit
• Rates for all four years set at account opening
• Largest rate increase occurs in the last year
• Optional additional deposit allowed every
12 months from date of opening
• One no-penalty withdrawal on all or part of
invested funds after 24 months

FOR MORE INFORMATION, STOP BY YOUR NEAREST
BB&T BRANCH OR VISIT BBANDT.COM TODAY.

manang customers lot new money only in Kentucky BE&T locabons
'Annual Percentage Yield Offer extended to new customers
penalty Penalty for early withdrawal could reduce earnmp
Withdrawals made prior to 24 months are subrect to an eartv withdrawal
least annually Interest cannot remain on
orpaincipft Menem wallauft be
5•5'
•
- ' '.
"
s
171,'"
."., "7
,• •tut-

and

deposit

compoundecland interest payouts are required at

Rates as of 10/3/05 are
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FORUM
WASHINGTON TODAY
By Jennifer Loven

Bush isn't going to
be distracted by
'background noise'
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush.jarred by investigations of White House officials and congressional leaders
and an uproar over his Supreme
Court nomination, said
Thursday there was "some
background noise here, a lot of
chatter" complicating the work
of his administration.
But he said.'The American
people expect me to do my job.
and I'm going to."
Bush's comments, at a Rose
Garden news conference with
Palestinian leader Mahmoud
Abbas, reflected the administration's argument that its agenda
is moving forward despite a
growing list of problems. •
The president promised to
remain focused on seeking
peace in the Mideast, invigorating the economy, rebuilding the
hurricane-shattered Gulf Coast
and protecting it from the new
storm approaching this weekend. At the same time, he said,
"There's some background ,
noise here, a lot of chatter, a lot
of speculation and opining."
White House officials are
quietly anxious about the outcome of events over which they
have little control. It's an
uncomfortable position for an
'6..er administration thaflikes
the agenda and has a reputation
for protecting its secrets. Now.
administration officials are asking reporters what they're hearing. •
The most immediate problem is the investigation by
Special Prosecutor Patrick
Fitrgeralti to determine whether
there was a concerted adminis(ration effort to illegally divulge
Valerie Plame's CIA identity
because her husband publicly
questioned Bush on the Iraq..
_ war. The central figures in the
investigation are-WhiteThitilSe
deputy chief of staff Karl Rove
and I. Lewis -Scooter" Libby,
chief of staff to Vice President
Dick Chene)i.. Both Rove and
Libby talked to reporters before
Plaine V.3% unmasked
"We don't know $A, hat all the
fact,: are." said White !louse
press secretary- Scott McClellan.
"All of us N 011id hike to know
what they are and get to the
bottom of this."
While Bush asserted that his
agenda was"mos ing ahea,d, his
most ambitious domestic proposals on Social Security and
taxes already have been
%he!.ed. GOP congressional
leaders huddled with the president this week on a legislative
agenda that had been pared to

only the must-do items of the
federal budget. Katrina recovery. Patriot Act renewal and the
Harriet Miers nomination.
The conclusion of
Fitzgehild's two-year investigation, expected within days,
bears down on the White House
amid other troubles.
Bush's pick of Miers, the
White House counsel, for the
Supreme Court disappointed
many of his longtime conservative allies and puzzled some
Republicans in Congress. Also,
the White House is still reeling
from criticism of its slow reaction to the misery caused by
Hurricane Katrina in New
Orleans.
Further complicating Bush's
plans are investigations of former House Majority Leader
Tom DeLay, R-Texas, on conspiracy and money-laundering
charges in Texas, and Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist for
stock transactions.
Weary of the CIA investigation and the uncertainty it has
brought, presidential aides say
they just wish it would end.
Officials say they don't talk
about the investigation or its
outcome at meetings because _
they don't want to give the
appearance of colluding against
Fitzgerald. They acknowledge
there is an expectation that if
any White House official is
indicted, he will resign.
Indeed, officials have been
speculating about who would
move in to replace Rove or
Libby if they were forced out.
The consulting firm jointly
headed by one possible Rove
replacement. GOP strategist Ed
Gillespie_has begun consider-.
Mg how Gillespie's clients
'might he reassigned if he were
tapped for a White House
assignment and how to handle
the other ramifications of a
Vv'hite House move.
Others close to the White
House defend it as a place filled
ss ith professionals who are getting on with the business of
governing amid the distractions.
Veteran Republican strategist
Charles Black said Rove has
taken some time-away to prepare for grand jury testimony
but otherwise has been as
engaged as ever on issues ranging from spending cuts to
Miers.
"I haven't noticed, for the
most part, anything unusual
going on." Black said.
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A 'Lest-We-Forget' Legend
Several allusions to legendary coach
Paul "Bear Bryant" in a pleasurable collection of short stories, The Bear Bryant _
Funeral Train (University of Georgia Press,-2005.173 pp.)-by Mississippian Brad Vice,
awakened my memories of being a -Bryant
watcher while at the University of Alabama
from 1966 to 1971.
My personal contacts
with Mr. Bryant (I never
called him Bear or
Coach) were few: a personal pass to his practices, a chance encounter
in a restaurant where he
held our eldest daughter
when she was four, an
aborted attempt to help
him write a press release
announcing the reversal
SO ern of his plats to coach the
Miami Dolphins,counseling a player thinking
By Larry
of entering the ministry
McGehee
he sent to me, and filling
Syndicated
in for him and the uniColumnist
versity president in
accepting defeat by
- Auburn at a Birmingham banquet.
Right on the heels of those reminiscences came an enthralling biography, The
•Last Coach: A Life of Paul "Bear" Bryant
W. W. Norton & Company, 2005, 546 pp..)
by Alabamian Allen Barra. For Bryant fans.
this is a "he-got-him-right, can't-put-itdown' book.
It was time for such a complete story to
he written. Lecturing to a class of college
students a couple of years ago. I told of the
Gator Bowl in 1968 when Jacksonville was
flooded with rains that suddenly stopped as .
Bryant entered the stadium and was spotlighted by a ray of bright sunlight. I was
shocked that my tale fell on deaf ears: 14 of
the 15 students had never heard of Paul
•
Bry ant.
Legends aren't legends once they have
been forgotten. The burden of Bryant history rests with those who were around when
he was doing his improbable and impossible things. Biographer Barra has done his
research thoroughly and somehow managed
to catch both the legendary and the human

dimensions of this complex American hero,

the man who was to college football what
John Wayne(whom Bryant wanted to play
him in a Movie) was to cinema.
Barra covers the whole long spectrum of
big events-in Bryant's career: poverty
upbringing in Arkansas, wrestling the bear
that gave him his nickname, high school'
athletic successes(and academic struggles),
sharing honors with Dixie Howell and Don
Hutson in Rose Bowl games in the 1930s,
assistant coaching jobs at Lambuth and
Vanderbilt, military service and coaching
the N.C. Navy Pre-flight team, success as
head Coach at Maryland, more success at
Kentucky, beating Oklahoma in the 1950
Sugar Bowl, leaving Kentucky (after probation-laden basketball coach Rupp got a
Cadillac and Bryant got a cigarette lighter),
the infamous Junction training camp and
Paul W. Bryant Museum
beating Texas and producing Heisman
i.L.3mo, from Tuscaloosa-to Birmingham.
-iThxas
e
Crow
David
Jan
winner
Trophy
and interment with over 250,000 people
A&M, heeding "mother's call" to return to
participating,
Alabama where he coached from 1958 to
Finding ratiTt with Barra's book is hard
1982. teaming up with ABC for a long
He is occasionally repetitive, with
do.
.to
national
triumphs,
series of television
or line early on repeated
incident
some
championships in 1961, 1964, 1965, 1973,
(example: twice-told lines from
1978. and 1979, the 1963 Saturday Evening pages later
"Who Killed Liberty Valence?" about
Post accusations of game-fixing by Bryant
between choosing between the truth or the
groomthe
Butts,
and Georgia A. D. Wally
legend, choose the legend). He treads gening and managing of quarterbacks such as
tly on personal matters such as family life,
Namath. Stabler, Todd, and Rutledge. the
Las Vegas gambling, and scotch-swigging.
tragic death from cancer of 28-year-old Dr.
many assistant coaches who served
The
personal
of
Pat Trammell, assorted accounts
Bryant get a little too little attention.
under
gambling, heavy drinking, poor investing.
and someone could make a great book
friendships and rivalries with Bud
about them and their careers (as Lee's
Wilkinson, Johnny McKay, Darryl Royal..
Lieutenants was). His income is never clear
and other super-coaches. a lengthy list of
in this book (according to Barra. Bryant's
former players who went on to outstanding
UA salary was a dollar a year less than the
careers in NFL play and/or college and/or
university president, but when I was there
a
as
Bryant
of
evolution
NFL coaching, the
he was said to be making $27.000 a year. at
merchandised icon, the mysterious events
his own request, yet rolling in income from
leading to integration of Alabama football,
his Sunday television sponsors and investcountless acts of here-to-fore unchronicled
ments in VW dealerships and mattress fachis
of
loyalty
charity,
the
compassion and
And I harbor some suspicions that
iories).
wife and the toll of Bryant's work schedule
the full story of integrating the Alabama
upon family life, his job offers and nearfootball team has not yet been told.
acceptances over the years, the funds his
These negatives are miniscule next the
athletic department provided to academic
of mixed truth and legend that
programs at Alabama, tly winning goal-line mountain
made up Paul Bryant and gave us a southstand against Penn State in 1979, exciting
ern folk hero and celebrity second only to
vignettes of the best games. his 323 career
Robert E. Lee.
victories, and his 1983 funeral, funeral pro-
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Family Resource Center will
have 2005 Clothing Exchange

Hall Celebrates Birthday

The Calloway and Murray Family
Resource and Youth Service Centers are partnering with the Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors to present the 2005
Clothing Exchange.
The event will be Oct. 29 from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.. at the former Carroll ‘'olkswagen building on Chestnut Street, Murray.
The exchange will focus on jeans and coats
for school age youth, kindergarten tittough
12th grade, in the community.
Donations of clothing may be dropped
off at participating board of Realtors' offices
By Jo Burkeen
or at the Clothing Exchange site starting
Community
Monday.
Editor
Volunteers are needed to assist with the
collection and sorting of the clothing beginning Monday.
Any amount of assistance will be appreciated. For more
information call 762-7333.

Jo's
Datebook

Great Books Group will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Gioup will meet Monday at
7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. Henry
Buchanan will be the leader for a discussion of the selection,
"Self Reliance- by Ralph Waldo Emerson. All those who have
read the selection are invited to attend and take part in the
discussion.
CCHS Soccer banquet scheduled
Tickets for the Calloway County High School Girls and
Boys Soccer Banquet, scheduled Nov. 10 at 6:30 p.m., will be
on sale at the school on Monday and Tuesday during the lunch
periods. Tickets are $10 each for the meal to be catered by
Holmes restaurant. The meals for the players will be paid by
the Soccer Foundation. Tickets "nay also be purchased from
the Soccer Foundation officers.

Tt

MIS will have homecoming tent
All former students .)i Murray Training School are invited
to visit the MIS tent at the Murray State University Homecoming today. This year, there is a special invitation for the
classes of 1957-1961, but all former students are invited to
come and say hello to old friends and make new ones.
_
' Exhibit-at—Art_ Guild._
Artists
The Featured Artists"Exhibit, spotlighting the accomplished
work of Bryan Warner, wood artist. and Chuck Ehrsam, weavings. will close on Wednesday at the Murray Art Guild. Hours
of the guild are 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Wednesday
and Friday. For more information call 753-4059.

SeniorActivities

greens, corn bread. margarine,
BY TERI COBB
tittle Debbie cookie
Aotivities directo(
Tuesday events include
Murray-Calloway County
and Stretch Class from
Strength
Senior Citizens are located in
8 to 9 a.m.. Devotion time at
the George Weaks Communi- 10 a.m.. Healthy Lifestyles for
ty Center, 607 Poplar St.. Mur- Women at 1030 a.m in the
ray. We invite you to check Education room and Ping Pong
our facility and the many serv- at 12:30 p.m Meat loaf, sweet
ices offered. Our telephone potatoes, green beans, biscuit,
margarine and banana pudding
number is 751-0929.
We invite you to come and will be on the lunch menu.
Wednesday events include
join us for lunch which will
Aerobics at 8:30 or
Armchair
he served Monday through Fri9:30 a.m., Stride with Pride
day at 11:30 a.m. for a sug- Walkers at 10 a.m.. Powder
gested donation of $1-.50. Low- Puff Pool from 10 to 1130
fat milk, coffee and ice tea a.m., Pinochle Club at noon
are our daily choices of bev- and Women of the Bible series
erages. Meals are also sent' to at 12:30 p.m. Those who have
signed up for the Union
private homes.
The center offers transporta- City/Reelfoot Lake trip should
tion on a daily basis from 9 be prepared to leave the cena.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live ter at 8:30 a.m. On the lunch
menu will be roast pork, pinto
in the city limits and need a
beans, cabbage, corn bread,
doctor.
the
ride to our center.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photo
margarine and strawberry whip.
grocery store, bank or pharThursday events include
Lenon Hall, center, will celebrate his 100th birthday on
macy, call at least one day Strength and Stretch Class at
October 29. Recently he was recognized by members
ahead of time to schedule your 8 a.m.. Ceramics Class at 9
of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center
ride.
a.m.. Crime College by the
County
Calloway
in
with a birthday celebration. Born
Our exercise room is open Attorney Generlal's office at 9:30
on Oct. 29, 1905, he spent many years as a school
Monday through Friday from a.m. and Creative Arts & Crafts
teacher and a farmer. Later he worked for Murray State
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who Class at 12:30 p.m. in the gym.
tossed
University. Joanne Windsor, his only daughter, said he
are 60 and older are invited _ _Hot chicken salad, peas,
wheat roll, margarine
salad,
bad
no
with
life
also
We
e
cost.
no
stress-fre
at
a
to
to exercise
credited his longevity
and apple crisp will be on the
have two indoor Shuffleboard lunch menu.
habits. She said he walks a mile everyday, likes sports
Courts available. Our basketFriday events include Armand is a faithful member of the Westside Baptist
ball court is also open for a chair Aerobics Group at 8:30
he
where
group
seniors
Church's -Young at Heart"
variety of games and times. or 9:30 am., Stride with Pride
attends Sunday School and church every week.
the center for more Walkers at 10 a.m. and Beach
Contact
Windsor said his wife, Cloteil Paschall Hall, died in
Volleyball from 10:30 to 11 a.m.
details.
September 1983. Pictured above, from left, are: Teri
Activities and menus for the in the gym. A vanety of board
Cobb, activities director at the Murray-Calloway
week of Oct. 24-28 have been games will be set up in the
education room from 9:30 a.m.
County Senior Citizens Center; Hall; and Windsor.
released as follows:
2 p.m. Scrabble is included
to
Arminclude
Monday events
in
this. Open Bridge will begin
chair Aerobics at 8:30 or 9:30
On the lunch menu
a.m.. Stride with Pride Walk- at noon.
eggs with
ers will leave at 10 a.m.. Bingo will be scrambled
casserole, fruit
potato
sausage,
Line
Beginning
p.m..
at 12:30
and gravy, marDance Class begins at -4:30 cup biscuit
muffin_
orange
and
garine
p.m. and Advanced Line DancMurray-Calloway Senior CitOn
gym.
the
in
p.m.
2
at
ing
6:30
to
6
Playhouse in the Park will tions will be from
the lunch menu grilled polish izens is a United Way agency.
have auditions for its final pro- p.m. both days.
sausage. black-eyed peas.
-of
consist
will
Auditions
duction of the year, "It's A
Wonderful Life" by James W. cold readings from the, script.
Rodgers. on Monday and Tues- Experience is not necessary.
"It's A Wonderful Life."
day from 6 to 9 p.m.
Dyslexics have difficulties
MAYFIELD, . Ky. — The
The play requires 12 males, based on the film by Frank
affects their reading, comthat
Mayfield
of
Academy
•
Shedd
10 females, two young boys, Cipra and the story by Philip
prehension, and writihg skills.
screen,
educational
an
host
will
Dec.
open
will
Stern,
Vim
Doren
young
two
and
ages 10 to 12,
problems with
8 and run two weekends, clos- ing clinic on Oct. 28 to help Many also have
girls, ages 7 to 9.
showing being organized, paying attenstudents
identify
additionAn
18.
Dec.
on
ing
director,
Shinall,
Tova
dyslex- tion and concentrating. Some
encourages children ages 7 to al performance is scheduled potential problems with
atten- have trouble with reversing letand
problems,
ia, reading
Dec. 12..
12 and everyone ages- 15 and
ters and numbers. They are
IADD).
disorder
deficit
tion
up to midition. Children's au

Playhouse auditions will
be Monday and Tuesday

Long Term Care plans promotion
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Long Term Care Unit
will have a rebate day at Captain D's on Sunday. Customers
• are asked to request that receipts go to Long Term Care Unit.

Community supper is tonight

A community side chili supper will be tonight at 6 p.m.
at Blood—Rier Baptist Cltufeh.--loc-ated—liszo-miles_ from New
Concord on FfighWriy 44. This will be sponsored by the Blood
L1iRiver- Baptist Men. -Eveaone is welcome_ _For information call
436-5318 or 436-2410.

?UM

e-mail: jo.barkeesisturrayledpikina

.

Screening clinic planned

Child Care Students Make A Volcano

Creative Arts will meet
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Johnny McDougal will present a program on "Gourd Painting." Hostesses
will he Lee Furst. Brenda Rowland. Sue Miller and Carolyn
Farrell.

Ill

Health Express lists stops

ei

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles and blood pressure and pulse checks on
Monday from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Murray: on Tuesday from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at Hamlin One Top at Hamlin. For information call 762-1348.

.tar

Dog club will meet today
Millennium Mutts dog Club will meet today from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Karen Collins farm. Youth are to bring dogs. For
more information call 653-2294.

Donations requested for delegatbyion
the

••••••

deleDonations are requested to help w ith the trip
gation from Murray and Calloway County to attend• the national recognition of the 100 Best Communities in. America won
by Murray and Calloway. County on Nov. 2 in Washington,
D.C. Donations are being accepted at Heritage Band. Community of Promise Fund. 210 North 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.
For information call 762-7332.
Flu shots will be given
Flu shots will be given next Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Glendale Road Church of Christ building on Glendale Road off South 12th Street. Murray, according to a release
from the Calloway County Health Department. As of now these
shots are only for high risk persons.
AARP Driver Safety Class planned
An AARP Driver Safety Class for those age 50 and older
Citiwill be offered at the Murray Calloway County Senior
Classzens Center. 607 Poplar St., Murray, on Nov. 10 and II.
eight-hour
es will be from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. each day. The
specific
classroom refresher course is designed to meet the
changes.
physical
lated
age-re
covers
It
drivers.
older
needs of
driving
declining perceptual skills, rules of the road, local
completion
Upon
s.
requirement
renewal
license
and
problems
reduction
of the course. you' may be eligible for a premium
to the first
limited
is
size
Class
insurance.
automobile
your
of
up, call
20 participants. The cost of the course is $10. To sign
•
Ten Cobb at 753-0929.
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and/or •distractible.
For an appointment ..for
more information, call Judy
Brindley. admission's office
(270-247-8007) or write Shedd
Academy. 401 South 7th. P.O.
Box 493. Mayfield, KY 42066.
Scholarship funds are available
due to several grants and donations.

rjr-AAHheatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT. 27
SHOCKS BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Dreamer
PG- 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:10
Photo provided
a volcano
made
recently
Center
Care
Child
Village
A
Takes
It
The Preschool Class of
the volaround
seated
are
children
The
project.
class
a
as
s
newpaper
old
of
model out
by
standing
were
members
cano ready for it to be lighted and to be burned. The staff
blaze.
with bottles of water to contain the

HospitalMenus
"Heart-Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian.
said the menus are designed
.to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diet.
Menus, subject to occasional change. for the week of
Oct. 24-30 have been released
as follows:
Monday - 'herbed pork loin,
*chicken Caesar salad, breaded chicken strips, grilled chicken strips, ham and cheese
puffs, 'pinto beans, 'steamed
veggie medley, 'wild rice pilaf,
'seasoned green beans, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Tuesday - mushroom steak.
dumplings,
and
'chicken

'smoked turkey on homemade
bun, mashed potatoes with
gravy, 'steamed carrots, 'green
peas with sweet peppers, tator
tots. 'chicken gumbo.
Wednesday - lasagna. pit
BBQ on bun, 'Italian herbed
chicken. 'au gratin potatoes,
*Italian green beans, 'Harvard
beets, corn fritters. 'steak and
bean soup. garlic toast.
Thursday - 'Mexican Fiesta' - taco salad. 'chicken tortilla casserole, baked ham,
refried beans. "Chuckwagon
corn, 'glazed sweet potatoes,
riender spinach. nachos with
cheese sauce, "homestyle vegetable soup.
Friday - Domino's pizza,
Chuckwagon steak with gravy,
'lemon pepper chicken, hash
brown casserole, "baked apples,
'truss& sprouts, 'green bean-

$100 OFFd
Your Choice Auto'
Colln Deductible.
Receive $100 off your deductible
immediately and you could
quality for $100 off each year
up to $500 total.

ThuINS&ANCrpon
'2TH&OIR

II.401.2RA5 Kr

Call for info: 762.1030

carrot blend, broccoli cheese
soup.
Saturday - 'mesquite grilled
chicken sandwich, beef tips with
gravy, mashed potatoes with
spears,
'broccoli
gravy.
'steamed rice, fried okra,'minestrone soup.
Sunday - "roast turkey
prime sea
breast, meat oaf,l
strips, corn bread dressing,
'seasoned green beans, baby
carrots, baked sweet potato,
ham and bean soup.
(*denotes heart-smart selection)

Doom
R - 1:00 - 3:15 - 7:20 - 9:30
The Fog
P613- 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:35 -9:45
Elizabethtown
P613- 1:20 - 3:55 - 7:05 - 9:35
North Country
R - 12:55. 3:30- 6:50 - 9:20
Two For The Money
R - 4:00 - 9:40
Greatest Game Ever Played
PG - 1:30' 7:15
Wallace & Gromit
G - 1:40 - 3:50 - 6:40
In Her Shoes
PG13 - 8:35
Program Information Call 753-33'4 :

PIZZA SPECIALS f:k
16" Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings
gate-te
& free
DeilyeV

$7.00
$9.44
$13.00
$7.00 ea.

Church Groups - 20% Discount
Sunday & Wednesday
WE'LL HONOR ANY PIZZA COUPON

!lady's Grill
877 COLD WATER ROAD • 762-0442
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TAB BROCKMAN & LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber Photos

new location.
August Moon (left photo) is now open with a large buffet and beautiful
fine Chinese
otter
s
employee
and
Yong
Daniel
Drive,
Lowe's
on
Plaza
Regent
in
Located
to schedule
or
plaza
the
on
on
dining beginning at 10:45 a.m. daily. For more informati
children
and
Baron
Maria
and
Jay
759-4653.
call
t
meetings and parties at the restauran

Street downtown.
Jacob, Olivia and Dempsey have opened Mugsy's Hideout on Main
and food. This
fun
for
place
special
Open Tuesday through Saturday, Mugsy's is a
767-0020.
at
out
carry
offers
deli
Chicago-style Italian pizzeria and

Holiday Open House being planned for Nov. 13
Did you know... Participating

chants during open house to include
$250. $100 anji $50 Chamber Checks.
,Winners will be 'announced live on the
Breakcast

Chamber mer- •
_chants and the
Chamber of
Commerce are
Coming Up Around Town
planning
•\lurray State University.
Murray's annual
II ..,:oming, MSU,Today.
Holiday Open
•NPHC Greek Step Show.Lovett
-House for -- rium, Tonight, 8 p.m.
\
Sunday. Nos. 13
QHA Horse Show. West KY •
\
•
,
from 1 - 5 p.m.?
(jet. 22. 7 a.m.: Oct. 23.. 8 a.m.
This special event
• fhe Demon Barber of Sweeney.
w ill feature the
Chamber
PI , • use in the Park. through Oct. 23
theme -Shop •
Chat
Li. 27 - 30.
at
Murray - It•s A
By Lisa
•1 Bald Eagle Challenge Mountain
Wrap" and
Satterwhite
Race, North end of North/South
emphasize the
Assistant
Oct. 23, for more info.:
.W11.1
LBL
trait
'MA,.
t
ouri‘u-Dtre-cior
270-362-2453 or v. wv..crcenet.
variety of shopMurray.Calloway _ping locally for.
•MCCH hospice Education
-County Chamber gift giving. The
Pi ogt din voltittteer-ifttitting;-Hospital
of Commerce
Private Dining Room I. Oct. 25. 7:45
Chamber will
a.m. - 4 p.m.. call 767-2108.
offer a special
IN Murray Trade Day. MCC Park,
drass mg at participating Chamber ;tier-

InBusiness

Murray native promoted
to teller team leader

•Gorgeous Gourds, Nature
(Jct. 24, 7 a.m. - noon.
Station, LBL, Oct. 29, 11 a.m. - 3
•Ag Safety Day, West KY Expo
p.m., local artist demonstrating skills
Center, Oct. 25 - 26,8 a.m.
-11-tfigtra-hnot -Qtrad State Straits ---.---and work.
II Rocky Horror Picture Show,
Festival. Oct. 26. 7 p.m.
Curris Center Theatre, Oct. 31.9 p.m..
-S Diabetes Self-Management
Classes. Oct. 27 & 28. Call MCCH for free admission.
•Murray Lion's Club Radio
more into, 762-1806.
Auction. WNBS 1340 AM,Oct. 31.
•Functional and Sculptural Wood
Nov. 1 & Nov. 3,6:30 - 9 p.m. Art by Brian Warner and Weavings by
10 Holiday Gallery' Sale, Murray Art
Chuck Ehrsam. Murray Art Guild.
103 North 6th, Nov. 4 - 5, 10
Guild.
through Oct. 28.
- 5 p.m.
•Trails of Treats, Chestnut Park.
•5th Annual Murray-Calloway
Oct. 28. 5 - 9 p.m., lots of seasonal fun
County'Woman's Show, Weaks
for the whole family. bring pumpkins
Community Center, Nov. 5,9 a.m. - 2
to- carve, enjoy games. hay ride and
p.m.
.
costume contest.
111 Humane Society Holiday Bazaar
•Murray Woman's Club Creative
& Bake-Sale-MCC Lihrary._Nov.5-9
-Arts-Dept-Annual Christmas Bazaar.a.m. - 2 p.m.
704 Vine. Oct. 29, 8 am. - 2 p.m.,
•The Way Home, MCCH Hospice
public welcome.
•Kentucky Lumberjack Challenge, presents encore performance. Murray
Woman's Club, Nov. 13. 2 p.m.
MCC Park Amphitheater. Oct. 29,
10:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.. free admission.

Upcoming Ribbon Cuttings/Open
Houses
II_Tri,State Safety Managemeni_
LLC. Jason Reed, 101 Poplar St.:Ellis
Popcorn Bldg.. Oct. 27. 10 a.m.(ribbon cutting).
II Automated Direct Mail, JefT and
Ladonna Sparks. 1410 North 12th St.,
- 1 p.m.
Ste. G, Nov. 1, 11:30
(lunch and tours).

Welcome New Chamber
Members
Promotions Plus producer of
Murray Market Place. William Decker,
907 Olive St.. Murray, 227-1419.
For more information on becotnin
a member of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commetre_or
hosting a-Chamber evenl contact Tub
Brockman or Lisa Satterwhite at 7535171.

Google stock scales to new heights
Silicon Valley pioneer founded
66 years ago.
Google's shares have nearly
quadrupled since their initial
public offering at $85 lust over
14 months ago — a stretch that
has been marked by stunning
financial growth and a steady
products
stream of new
designed to lure even more traffic to a search engine that seems
to spit out profits as efficiently
as it does answers.
The innovation, combined
with media consumption habits
that are shifting more advertising to the Web, paid off in a big
way during the third quarter.
Google's profit. announced
market closed
after the
Thursday. increased by more
than sevenfold to $381.2 million. Excluding advertising

commissions, revenue more
than doubled to $1.05 billion.
After crunching the numbers,
some of the most optimistic analysts became even more enthusiastic about Google's prospects.
ThinkEquity Partners analyst
John Tinker and Hoefer &
Martin
analyst
Arnett
liyykkonen both raised their targets for Google shares to $425.
up from $350. while Citigroup
analyst Mark Mahaney predicted the shares would hit $430
within the next year.
"There is definitely a hit of a
'wow factor' here." Pyykkonen
said. -The(company's)earnings
are looking better than you
could have imagined in your
wildest dreams."
Gavle probably will make
even more money during the

next two quarters. Mahaney
said. That's because advertisers
typically spend more during the
holidays and people usually are
connected to the Internet more
frequently during the dreariness
of winter, creating more opportunities for them to visit Google
and click on ads.
• Mahaney and other analysts
also expect Google's stock to be
added to'the Standard & Poors
500, a move that would provide
another lift to its stock as portfolios tied to that blue-chip index
snap up more shares.
In another bullish sign.
Google executives on Thursday
said more Fortune 5(X) companies are lining up to join an
online advertising network that
has been dominated by mostly
small and mid-sized businesses.

High speed Internet Ser.ice mg speeds.
John Peck. President and CEO of Heritage Bank, along w ith
addition
Galaxy Cablevision
the
announced
Murray.
of
widely sweeping the nation
president
market
is
Doug Lawson.
of Jimmy Dan Hicks as vice president of agricultural and commer- delivering vastly improved begin offering this new service
and
cial lending. He will be responsible for lending in the agricultural Internet surfing options at blitz- to residents in Hazel
Tennessee.
Western
and
and commercial area for Western Kentucky
Hicks is originally from Clinton, Ky. He obtained a bachelor of
science degree in agribusiness and economies from Murray State
University' in 1994. Prior to joining the Heritage Bank team, he
established 12 years expenence in the finance industry.
glant12 08
'I look forward to being a part of such a dedicated team already
established in Murray. More importantly, I am excited to provide a
supportive role to the growth of our community and have a family
that is a part of this neighborhood,- said Flicks
He is married to Melisa Hicks. former Murray State' University
volleyball player. They have two children. Tanner and Alison.
Heritage Bank conducts neighbortaxid banking operations in the
Kentucky cities of Hopkinsville. Elkton. Cadiz. Murray, Benton.
CAI% Crt City and Fulton.

Pury ear, 'Lenn. State Manager
Cameron Miller said. "Bringing
Galaxy Express to Hazel and
Puryear just continues to expand

the ads anced technology offerings in these communities."
For more information, call I800-365.6988.

NEWBlittill. Ind • Heritage Federal Credit Union has promoted Ashley Cook to the nevv ly created position of teller team leader.
Cook. %Alio will be the main office- team
leader at the branch near ALCOA. joined the
credit union iii 2(M12 A native of Murray', she
prev iously.•Vkorked at Set:\ ice Merchandise
• With more than S282 million in assets and
29.200 members. Heritage Federal Credit Union
is a community -chartered credit union operating
six offices in Vanderburgh and Warrick counties
in southern Indiana. A seventh office located in
Cook
the Northfield subdiv is-ion in northern
Van,lerhurgh County w ill be opening in early 2006.

By MICHAEL LIEDTKE
AP Business Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Google Inc.'s market value
briefly- surpassed $100 billion
for the first time Friday. its stock
scaling new heights after an
earnings and revenue spike that
astonished investors.
The online search leader's
Shares traded as high as 5(346.43
on the Nasdaq Stock Market
before backtracking as the day
progressed. The shares had
gained $36.16. or 11.9 percent.
as their price eased to $339.36 in
late afternoon trading.
After, the slight retreat.
Google's market value stood at
$98 billion after just seven year
in business. That was nearly $20
billion above the market value
of Hewlett Packard Co. —

Murray native promoted
to teller team leader
High speed internet offered to Hazel, Puryear, Tenn.

Kopperud Realty's
jiu2 Oka

Building, Remodeling, or Just Need
A Change • We'll Give Your Home
THE PICTURE•PEBFUTTOUCH!
Staad Eduad Osn 71)04
retawee
ipaut Etf
Oort

right
Hwy 641 - I V2 mi. south of Murray to Tom Taylor.
270-753-7728
•

4

ISM %As.

• F. PAUIC ''LE • COMP TILE

/a&
'

9i

I
Ille ,
fitraetOrS Pot
IC
e S
-ThSi'
State Auto gives contractors broad, hasic
and complete coverage toe property and
general liabilities at surprisingly loss premium rates. Plus you have the option of
choosing from seAeral custom packages.
Call today for more information.
Your hest insurance
is a good agent.

McNutt Insurance

1587 Boggess Road
With a gorgeous setting, this 3 bedroom home has
many new updates. New detached garage was added
along with deck and carport. New crown molding
throughout, new tile in this kitchen. Located just north
of town, this is a must see! mls #28653. $93,500

711 Main St.

,96/ aw %write/0,4
void* eive.ct ondatemee,

753-1222

Greg McNutt
Mike Young
Dan McNutt,AA1
118 South 5th St • Murray • 753-4451 • Westside • Court Square
"Friends you can depend on"
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Graves' Holmes to chair.sregional school board

The district added an
e
.
d
regionally
board to serve
school s
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Grave
new elementary school
entirely
will
he
that
doubt
no
We have
County Board of .Education
2004 to serve the population
in
ions
contribut
t
significan
make
member Charles "Ronnie"
to Kentucky education through that has developed just outside
Holmes recently was elected
the city of Mayfield since the
this new position."
chairman of Kentucky's Region
time, two
Holmes is the longest-serving 1960s. At the same
I .Board of Education. Holmes
replaced older
buildings
new
County
Graves
the
of
County
member
has served on the Graves
buildings and
hoard, now in his seventh term. elementary school
school board continuously since
y building was
elementar
another
are
a
students
served
y
4,500
than
previousl
He
More
1985.
and partially
term as regional board chairman
enrolled in the Graves County partially replaced
ed.
refurbish
employs
district
The
starting in 1999. Regional terms
Schools.
An academic/athletic comrun for two years.
approximately 350 certified perwas added to the high
plex
of
be
to
number
like
honor
a
real
and
its
a
sonnel
"I think
school and construction is set to
classified employees.
elected regional chairman and
year on a
am grateful for the opportunity,"
Holmes tenure began as the begin later this school
center there.
Holmes said. "I ran for the
finishing touches were being put performing arts
has maintained
regional board because I want to
on Graves County High School. Still, the board
property tax
make a difference. I've been
Ronnie Holmes
The school consolidated six the second lowest
25 westerns
Kentucky'
in
rate
involved in education for a long
small high schools in 1985. The
-time and have seen a lot of tolearn from other people I meet 7th and 8th grades of seven most districts.
things — both good and bad — through the regional board."
The Graves County School
county elementary schools were
"We are very proud of Mr.
that have happened for schools
ranks 9th among 176 in
District
form
to
1996
in
ted
consolida
Holmes and his Contributions to
over the years.
Kentucky, placing it in the top 5
Graves County Middle School.
on the
"We have some great thing's education both in Graves•
The board has made a con- percent of schools
going on in Graves County and County and in Kentucky," said
Commonwealth Accountability
commaintain
to
effort
scious
chairing this board can help Graves County Superintendent
elementary Testing Systems(CATS)assessmunity-based
extend some of those ideas to Brady Link. "We appreciate the
ts of ment.
enrollmen
with
schools
other districts in the region and fact that he is willing to take on
During one of Holmes' severstu200-400
ately
approxim
our
of
those
beyond
duties
„the state. It's also a chancefor us extra
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entire county and state as well.
By LAURA SKILLMAN
"We also want to tell other county agents how
UK College of Agriculture
grant, and maybe they will want to
DAWSON SPRINGS. Ky.. — Kentucky is we got the
to help get the death rate down in the
us
with
among the top 10 states in all-terrain vehicle-relat- work
" he said.
Kentucky,
of
state
ed deaths, according to a recent Consumer Product
annual report on ATV-related
CPSC
2004
The
rg
Muhlenbe
Safety Commission report. But
deaths and injuries, released in September, ranks
County 4-H is hoping to stem the tide.
in deaths from 2002 through 2004
A committee of youth and adults in the county Kentucky tops
The report notes that data for
deaths.
106
with
received a $7,000 naticinal 4-H grant to provide an
e. However, more comincomplet
is
years
these
seventh_ATV -safety program-for fourth- through
from 1982 thrOugh 2001 ranks
grade 4-Hers. They also hope to interest other 4-H plete data
ninth with 182 ATV-related deaths.
programA across the state in pursuing the grant and Kentucky at
Harrison, Muhlenberg County
Tommy
teaching young people how to safely ride these
for 4-H youth development, said
agent
Extension
vehicles.
rg County have died in
Muhlenbe
in
youths
two
that
y
communit
"We have a lot of kids in our
.
accidents
ATV
have been hurt, and we have also lost a bunch of recent years in
of youth riding
number
us
tremendo
a
"There's
kids in the last few years," said Linda Travis, who
he said.
County,"
rg
Muhlenbe
in
lers
four-whee
along with her husband Roger volunteered to partes
Adventur
ATV
an
d
develope
has
4-H
"National
on,
Washingt
to
ner with the youth and traveled
m.
curriculu
that
curriculum, and we are piloting
D.C., to undergo the necessary training.
plus
program,
the
for
need
a
had
"We thought if we worked with this and get We definitely
partnering was a major part of the
them interested in it and if we can just save one youth-adult
do a lot of that."
we
and
grant
life it will be worth it all."
Zeke Walters and Mackenzie
teens4-H
to
interested
became
Roger Travis said-they
two ofthe youth who helped teach
help their grandchildren but wanted to help the Whitaker are

„HP,
6
0°

ts

said.
Walters is also involved in the teen club, plus
he rides ATVs, so the ATV camp and safety program appealed to him.
"I know people that have gotten -hurt, and I
want to help the youngerones not to do the stupid
stuff on the four-wheelers. So I thought this might
help them out." he said. "I think it is better to start
them now than wait until our age because I've ridden since I was young and it is going to be hard to
change my habits."
The Kentucky Department of Agriculture's
Farm and Home Safety Program conducted the
driving course for the camp. The agency has previously conducted hands- on driver training at to
other locations, but participants there were ages 16
and older, said Dale Dobson, KDA farm safety
administrator.
Dobson said this agency has been working for
the past two years to develop an ATV safety riding

program for the state of Kentucky through 4-H
and FFA. The Muhlenberg County camp was a
chance to work with younger children.
"Coming here today gives us a chance to work
with some good young people who have spent the
past day doing nothing but learning ATV safety.
and that is evident today with them riding the
course and seeing their skills," he said. "This is the
first time we've done a hands-on ride with a group
this young and I'm amazed ai what they are doing.
They are really follownig _directions_ and taking_
-orders and doing a good jai:"
4-H
Kentucky
West
the
at
held
camp,
The
Camp. included five hours of mostly experiential.
hands-on classes followed by the driving course.
open to any 4-H member who owns
The
_ . camp was
an ATV, Harrison said. Age-appropriate -,kTVc
were provided for the driving segment; youth were
not allowed to bring their own. A post-test was
given at the end of camp and a follow -up test will
be given in six months.
"We will hopefully see more of the youth using
the correct equipment, the safety gear and riding
on the right size machine, not carrying passengers
or riding on the roadway. and handling the
machines appropriately," he said.
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the ATV safety program at the two-day camp.
"I'm active in 4-H, and Tommy (Harrison) told
us about the project and that it was a g oup effort
and teens were needed to get involved with it, and
I wanted to help out my community," Whitaker
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ferent Advanced Placement subjects. The journalism and forensics programs have won multiple state championships and the
Agriculture Department currently is transforming its entire curriculum to include vineyards.
hydroponics. aquaculture. and a
tissue culture laboratory. Gra%es
County is the only public school
district in western Kentucky that
features an orchestral strings
program. originating early in
Holmes' tenure.
The Graves Counts school
board encourages National
Board Certification of Teachers.
among
is
district
The
Kentucky's top ten in both the
number and percentage otNBCTs.
Graves County Schools'
innovative Leadership Team of
23 teachers and nine administra• tors initiates and has led implementation of the district's
beliefs, programs. professional
development, and curriculum.

4-H providing An/ safety program for younger riders

r-Tab
753-

ihaney
ertisers
ing the
illy are
t more
ariness
opporGoogle

al terms as Graves County board
chairman, the board held a community forum, from which
school construction, since completed. and other projects
emerged.
In early 2002, the Graves
County district joined with the
Mayfield Independent Schools
West Kentucky
and the
Educational Cooperative to create Gateway Academy High
School. Housed on the Graves
County High School campus.
the program has provided credit
recovery and an alternative
route to a high school diploma
for more than 100 individuals.
Graves County High School
this school year began a unique
"bridge" program with Murray
State University. High school
seniors who meet specific
requirements earn dual credit
while attending daytime classes
on the MSU campus at a
rate.
tuition
reduced
Additionally, some 450 students
at GCHS are enrolled in 16 dif-

Item/

at 5:00 p.m.
Come by and place a bid today through Nov. 11th
This is a RARE opportunity for you!
THE PAYMENT THAT FITS YOU!
$198.90 mo.
2004 Oldsmobile Alero 4 Dr.
$235.03 mo.
2005 Pontiac Grand Am
$253.10 mo.
2005 Nissan Sentra
$271.17 mo.
2005 Chevy Impala
$289.26,mo
2005 Pontiac Grand Prix
$361.50 mo
2004 Jeep Cherokee Limited
ni
A

01'

otiewen°

OIL
CHANGE

2005 Pontiac G6 Sedan (2 to choose from)$16,900

$18,900
$18,900

2005 Chevy Impala LS
2005 Buick Rendezvous

SPECIAL% RATES STARTING AT 0%

60Cie

e
!km 0,Ireme

(1 efiVe

ASK ABOUT
OUR
9495

OTHER GREAT DEALS!
$11,900
2003 Mercury Sable LS
$15,900
2002 Pontiac Bonneville SLE
$16,900
2005 Pontiac Bonneville

customer pays taxes, license & fees, WAC.
Call and get ple_wved. Payments no money down,
Monday-Saturday
Extended term financing. Bidding 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

IffCertified
AEI

USED VEHICLES

Brandon
Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER

larP

Tripp Purdom
New Car
Manager

Brad Lyons
Used Car
Manager

Jonathan Moore
Sales

315 -(800)455-5315
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270) 753-5
.com
world
www.brandonauto

David Poynor
Sales

Jason Stations

Sates

Chris Hayden
sates
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$8.00 Column Inch, 60'4 Discount 2nd Run,
40er Discount 3rd Run.
$3.25 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I I

Motorcycles& ATV $
Auto Parts
Sport Misty Wthicles
Used Can
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats I Motors
Services Mired
Free Column
Tobacco I Supplies

I

Si)'-'

$8.2.5 First Day 20 words or less
Over 20 words 530 each
Additional Consecutive DANS 5.11 per word per day.
..•
matter
Thy pudisher maintains t e right to reject 01 edit any submitted
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ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
y-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monda
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LEGAL NOTICE
AIM informal final
of
settlement
rittounts +um been
'filed in Calloway
District Court by
Joyce A. Wright &
Buie
-Marilyn
Co-Admin-istratrices of the
Estate of Nora
Goodgion.
grace
deceased.
Exceptions ,to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on 1031-05 at 11:00 am.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
Estate of: Gertrude

CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
the
in
made
County
Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these

estates should be
filed with the fiducisix
within
ary
months of the date
of qualification.

Happy Birthday

Viola Dawson, 1713
Ave,.
Farmer
Murray, KY 42071;
Case #05-P-00213:
Fiduciary: Charlotte
1713
Dawson,
Ave.,
Farmer
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: October
17, 2005; Attorney:
Michael M. Pittman,
12th
211 South
Street, Murray, KY
42071.

Ida
of:
Estate
Barrett
Evelna
1140
McDougal,
Dodd Road, Murray,
KY 42071; Case
# 0 5 - P - 00 2 0 4 ;
H.
Fiduciary:
Janella McDougal
LEGAL NOTICE Fox, 181 Ironwood
KY
• Ain final settle- Drive, Murray,
d:
Appointe
42071;
of
accounts
ment
2005;
:has been! filed in October 17,
J. Grant
;Calloway District Attorney:
Court hy Robert King, 115 Noah
Waugh, Cove. Paducah, KY
Bret
Executor or the -420037
Estate of Kathryn
Outland, deceased. Estate of: Franklin
Exceptions to this E. Burkeen 157
Road,
settlement must be Wrather
the Murray. KY 42071-;
filed . in
Case 405-P-00206:
Calloway Count
Mary
District Court on or Fiduciary:
157
before the hearing. Ann Burkeen,
Road,
which is set on 10- Wrather
:II -Uri at 11.181 ;Lin. Murray. KY 42071;
Vicki 1,Vilsaiii Appointed: October
Circuit Court Clerk 10, 2005; Attorney:
N.A.
LEGAL NOTICE

Estate of: Lurine
Erwin Cooper, 1614
Blvd.,
Sunset
Murray, KY 42071;
Case #05-P-00214;
Co-Fiduciary: Jan
Cooper Taylor, 201
Circle,
Colonial
Starksville, MS
Co39759;
Sarah
Fiduciary:
Kubicki.
Cooper
Cloverviev,
8339
Drive, Tinley Park,
• 60477;
IL
Appointed: October
17, 2005; Attorney:
Key,
Daniel
L.
Washburn, Key 8c
Lowry, PLLC, P.O.
Box 2733, Paducah,
KY 42002-2733.

but look
who's now 40,
our own
Teresa Leah!

Esc,

ht•
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I
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Clerk
'newt
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Street. !Murray, KY
42071,

Road. Almo,
LEGAL AioncE Radio
42020;
.
ni final settle- KY
ment (if accounts Appointed: October
has been tiled iii 17, 2005; Attorney:
NA
Callowa
Court by Gleria
Thomas, Executrix Estate of: James
iit the Estate of Rupt•rt Emerson
Has 193 Irvin Cobb Road
Kenneth
Murray. Ky 42071.
deceased
Thomas.
Exceptions to this Case I 05-P-00212;
Nell
settlement must be Fiduciary! Sue
Emerson
the
in
filed
Road
'allow-ay County- 193 Irvin Cobb
Ky 42071;
!hstrict Court on or Murray,
October
before the hearing. Appointed:
Attorney:
2005;
17.
.
II)
on
set
which is
Stephen C. Sanders.
:11.05 at 11:00
Vicki Wilson 2048 South 6th
Murray. Ky
Circuit Court Clerk Street.
,
42071.

1111

Hoax)

COMPANY launches
new product Free pro..
tomonsi facials Mike
appointment

(270)748-6277
tax saiool
FREE
Register now Courses
start soon 753-76.50
Small fee for books

Nola

ROW
OW f
night B Ball league a
Billiards
Break time
759-9303
The Place to
Start.. Murray
Ledger & Times

November 11, 2005

060

44}

Re: Ke'Razion
6101
Crouch,
Guardian Ct., Apt
Louisville, KY,
8.
40219; Case #05-PCo00201;
Carla
Fiduciary:
323
Johnson,
Ave..
Woodlawn
Murray, KY 42071.
Co -Fiduciary
Charles Johnson.
323 Woodlawn, Ave..
Murray, KY 42071:
Appointed: October
N/A.

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one welt
try to find,
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST dog, Kirksey
10/16 Small Basset
Hound, female, brown
white, black red collar
489-6094
Reward
Urgently needs mad
ication

Memory of
Orval Brown

Corporal - Army Air
Corp WWII
1943-1945

Purchase District Health Department
916 Kentucky Ave. P.O.Box 2357

We are proud of your
service to our country.
Love.
Your Family

Paducah. Kentucky 42002-2357

HELP WANTED

SENIOR SUPPORT SERVICES ASSOCIATE
The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking applicants to fill a full-time position as a
Senior Support Services Associate at the
Calloway County Health Center in Paducah, KY
to perform duties which include data entry,, clerical receptionist, and medical records Starting
salary is $7 90 per hour or $592 50 Bl-weekly.
EducationlExpenence High school diploma or
GED One year of moderately difficult administrative or clerical experience in a medical, hospital or administrative office environment
Additional education (college vocational
school. etc( may substitute for the required
experience on a year to year basis
Excellent fringe package Increase in salary
during first year of employment Applications
may be picked up at the Calloway County
Health Center or at any Purchase District Health
Center Pre-employment screening required
Resumes DO NOT, substitute for applications
Copies of diplomas an&or GED MUST be submitted with applications to the Purchase Distnct
Health Department and no later than end of
business. November 1, 2005
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Only $11 per spot•(one person per photo,20 word limit)
Double spas: $18 •(40 word limit)

Deadline: Monday, November 7th at 5:00 p.m.
during
payment photo tilts form along with asell-addressed stamped envelope
mail to
hours (Mon -Fn., 7.30AM-5:00PM) to 1001 WhitnelI Avenue in Murray or
42071
Murray Ledger and limes. Attn• Classifieds. PO Box 1040, Murray. KY

DttiCe

In Honor/In Memory (circle one) Name of Veteran:
Dale of Service

Rank
Branch of Service
Message

SUBSCRII3L

1MNIEDIATE OPENING

SALES MANAGER
-Salary plus commission
NOTICE

aic looking for a Sales I11:11114let in thc
Murray. Kentucky area. If you Moe sales exjx.

nence and a desire to earn $50K+. ite have the
perfect job for you!

WE OFFER:
• Full Fringe Benefits • Very local tra‘el
• Established Marketing Plan
° Medical
• Recession Proof Product
° Dental
• Growth Opportunit,
°Optical
40IK
11 you feel like this is the ,opponunii that k,(1

have been looking for, email your resume to

DTMelcho@indy.rr.com
Attn: Damon Melcho, Vice President of Sales

Immediate opening for a full time
customer service/clerical position
in a fast-paced office environment. Applicant must be dependable and possess good phone,
organizational, computer and people skills.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1',
Murray, KY 42071
Part-time receptionist/file clerk position
tor busy medical office. Neel- good
phone, organizational, computer and
people skills. Approximately 15-20 flexible hours per week. Will include some
afternoons and Saturdays. Send resume
and cover letter to: RO. Box 1040-M,
Murray. KY 42071.

The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
POSITION:

DISPATCHER

Overview of Duties:

Dispatch emergency and non-emergency
communications. MUST BE ABLE TO
ATTEND A FOUR WEEK PROGRAM
TO RECEIVE CERTIFICATION FOR
KY. LINIUNCIC or already have certification.

I)epartment:

Police

Salary and Benefits:

Minimum Salary $9.58 per hour
depending on training, experience plus benefits

MENT
POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOY
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance. life insurance.
day,
state retirement plan. wellness plan. sick. vacation and personal
are
Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position
5th
available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N.
this
Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning
103.
ext.
330
270-762-0
at
Office
Personnel
the
position, please contact
.-kpplications can he obtained on-line at www.murrayky.gov and then
mailed to 104 N. 5th Street. Murray. KY 42071.
26,
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:(X) p.m. Wednesday. October
2005.
Drug screening will he required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

"Come Join a Winning Team"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING
. SHIFT

QUALIFIED COOKS.CUSTOMER SERVICE WORKERS
LEADERS & MANAGER TRAINEES

Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant

success with your experience to make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

060

Help Wonted

earn
DANCERS
51.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building 270759-2153, 270-2932069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murra,.
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM

LOCAL trucking corn
pany looking for dm,
ers FuIl.time, pan
time. and 0/0 We
offer excellent miles
excellent horns time
and an excellent pay
package. C,all 270-7595540 for more ink)

In

Kelp Waled

IRI*11/ealscl

Estate of Franklin
Dale Hodges. 810
I ak Hurst Drive. 03. 2005; Attorney
KY
llopkinsville,
42240, Case /05-P00211: Fiduciary:
Diane Abaft, 1144

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
Honor past and present Veterans by
reserving your space today!

Farris,
B-1.
Meadows
:Murray. KY 42071; In

Catalina
1623
Drive, Murray, KY
42071: Appointed:
Estate ot
Dunn. I hi iber 10, 2005;
Kathivii
Sid
Attornes:.
deceast ii
2141 S 6th'
pi 1,11,(4,

Salule Our
Velerans

She drove'
around town
in her old
Korman Ghia,

Estate of: Hattie P.
Glenn. 133 Glendale
Place, Murray, KY
42071; Case #05-P00215; Fiduciary:
Glenn
Suzanne
Village
218
Sarah
Curry,
of:
Estate
attic tided
At ii
1307 Road, Wilmington,
tittal settliqiictit of dane _Barnett,
19805;
Street, DE
accounts has been (Tverbev
d: October
Appointe
42071;
KY
Murray,
Callim.av
in
tiled
owl by-- 4--4hte-L-,#05-P-4710208,;_ -17;-2005; Attorney:
nsti
Corinei Co-Fiduciary: Wilda N/A.
Doris
6851
Ext.( ions ot the -lean Crouch,
NOTICE TO
W.,
94
Rt.
St
,
I11.1114.
ot
Estate
CREDITORS
KY
42071;
Murray,
EtILlyt14•
y:
-(to'CPrIz‘i-fl
following
Belle The
It. 011, ;erieva
KV.
guardian appoint936
f1.1(-1
'it
-0(1.11,4
Road. ments have been
Shoemaker
Ii lt'si
the
in
Murray. KY 42071; made
County
Calloway
Appninted: October
All
10, 2005; Attorney: District Court.
Sid Easley, 204 S. claims against these
oith Street, Murray, appointments
should be filed with
KY .12071.
the fiduciary within
the
Estate ol' Et hl E. six months of
ion
qualificat
of
date
Fox
100

'itse # 05-P-00209
ci-Fiduciary:
Velvalt•t,n Bur.keen,

VISA

S

Hinng assistant
kitchen manager.
Apply Mon-Thurs
after 2PM at 616 N.
12th Street, Murray.

Orel- The Road
Team/Solo DrIvaus
%liege(' to, Small fleet
Owners

800-592-7903
•-•411 CORI

Promotion From Within
Medical tf.c Dental Plan
40IK

Paid Vacation
Must Pass Background Check
Drug Free Work Environment

Please send resumes to

KFC-Terry Spain
205 N. 12th Street
Nfurray, KY 42071
Phone/Fax: 1270)753-7101
We Have Restaurants In The Following States:
Alabama. Mississippi. Tennessee & Kentucky

TR.1.1SPORT DRIIER
ST( in harsh, has aft-i.'
opraingl for transport sirisrs.
)fiIV line (DL-HaYat A
Tater.(ffenng at eilent pay,
benefit% and cowries, how
nearly every night Call 12'0)
415-9484 or toll free 14*
q41-:209 or taloaugas.cona
for wire loath on hmetits.

iikretif3Ai
1C•
DRIVERS
Your Career
Starts Right
Here!
E.agrc Transport one of
the southeast's leading
petroleum transporters,
r:ontinues to grow and
.
thrive in the middle
Tennessee and southern
Kentucky region We
have outstanding opportunities for expenenced
theists living in
Kentucky When you
choose to nde with us,
you'll receive Great pay
($44-$621ilyr.). No
overnights HealavdentaUlde/disability insurance, with prescnption
card, 401(k), night differentia tree uniforms and

boots, paid vacations,
sickbereavernentitiokday pay. and more,
We require at ieast 2
years veritable TiT

experience, clean droving
record CI3L-X (HazMat
endorsement), and a
orotessional attitude For
more information, call
Jeff at 615-733-0100
Check us out or the wet
at were eagletranspod-

corp.corn

1Iurray

("FION
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FOR SALE
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GREAT.INVESTMENT
PROPERTY
94
in Calloway Caunt on
Lake.
ky
between Murray and Kentuc
Triplex is on one acre with 2 bay shop.
two
All apartments are furnished
and
room
living
bedroom, 1 bath,
MSU
to
Direct access
kitchen.
$150,000.00
Campus
#27471
MLS

I ir
in 1950. Home
Real Estate - 213 S 12th Street Murray. KY: 2 to 3 bedroom. 1 bath brick home built
and 3rd bedroom or
consists of approximately 2100 sq ft and includes living room, dining room, utility
a large detached garage
den. Home also includes a double-sided gas log fireplace. Property contains
along S 12th Street
51'
with
x
51'
150"
approx.
measures
Lot
ft.
sq
924
approx.
of
consisting
roperty zoned B-4
cabinet • Duncan-Phyie styled
ersonal Property - Solid cherry 3 pc bedroom suites(2)• antique china
drop leaf table with (6)chairs in
ables (3)• various antique lamps • RCA console T.V. • antique cherry
shoes'Duratene
he 'Harp" style'old marbles Victorian styled sofa • coffee table* pair of wooden
pattern)• unique serv(Daffodil
cabinet
in
flatware
e
silver-plat
Rogers
•
cabinet
in
silver-plate flatware
• many pieces of
ing tray with (6) glass tumblers'antique oak dining table with (6) chairs
of milk glass • old
pieces
numerous
•
china
"
-Flintndge
setting
"Independence Ironstone" • (8) place
ed rocker • wooden rocking chair'
and-held school bell • small rocker recliner • sofa • upholster
vinyl seats (2)• bedroom suit with full
microwave oven • microwave stand vintage metal stools with
wood cabinet " old upholstered
• cedar chests (2)• hand sewn quilts (4)• vintage "Silvertone" in
• many collectibles & knick-knacks
ladle
glass
with
cups
12
&
bowl
punch
milk
•
glass
chair
wing back
• collectible toothpick holders (wood• assorted cookware •"Hulrvase • vintage salt & pepper shakers
on)
'vintage "Singer" sewing
ker) • picture frames • old playing cards & games (Bingo & Aggravati
'many items of collectible glassachine with table • large gold framed mirrors (2) • "Shawnee" bowl
& (6) glasses'assorted end
are • set of very old crystal glasses (3 sizes) "Fiesta ware" pitcher
• stand mixers(2)'and many more
ables • chairs'many vintage linen pieces • porcelain doll • toaster
tems too numerous to mention!
days with passing of deed. Personal
Terms - Real Estate 10% down day of auction, balance within 30
and proper ID.
check
or
cash
with
auction
day
of
t
settlemen
Complete
roperty
lead based paint. An inspection
contain
may
1978
to
prior
mportant Auctioneer's Note - Homes built
"AS IS/WHERE IS" with no waraiver will be provided to the highest bidder. Properly is being sold
from sources considered to be
anty expressed or implied. While all information has been obtained
n of the property PRIOR to
inspectio
own
his/her
conduct
to
buyer
potential
each
to
up
eliable. it's
material
pnnted
over
ce
preceden
take
sale
of
day
uction day. Announcements

•
OPEN HOUSE - SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23ND • 2:00 - 4:00PM

5411 PIIIKLPS RI)

IRI-Il

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

140

060
Help Wanted

Open Mon-Fri, 9-5; Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
and sell good used furniture
buy
We

14 x 70 located in TOWN &
COUNTRY RESORT. Three bedroom. 1 1/2 bath, central heat & air,
covered porch and out buildings.
Home sold as is without warranty'.
Lot rent paid thru 2005. No real
estate included in this sale
$ 2 9 ,9 0 0 . 0 0
MLS #28760

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES REALTY, Inc.

1./‘ II I

()NW! I II ‘11
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MOBILE HOME -

\I,

70 US HWY 68 WEST

BEHIND FUEL MART IN DRAFFENVILLE
270-252-1111

Want to Buy

WANT to buy: Junk Car
SALES
and Trucks. Call (270
Commerical Prop. For Rent
EMI
DENTAL PRODUCT
474-2540 or 293-6199
SALES
VERY large warehouse
Sullivan-Schein Dental. Six days a week.
.for ,rent
SEASONED firewood- tEIR apt available, all CLEAN room
753-8501
appro-xirriatety- 3 --GARAGE SALE
on
.
the recognized leader
privileges
house
w/full
furnished
S50 a rick delivered. appliances
3600 AIRPORT
150
Office space. 2
acres.
w/d,
in distribution of dental
TV,
Screen
Big
64
Mur-Cal Realty. 753$40 you pick up.
Articles
060
equipped
s,
bathroom
color
RD (783) 8-4
products, equipment
sound.
surround
4444
(270)527-8368
For Sale
Help Wanted
with gas heat, air
Off street
and service to the denroom.
.
in
TV
FINAL DAYpaid.
utilities
1BR some
hookup. steel hoist
(888)534tal profession. is seekparking
16 ft. trailer with
767-9037
pets.
no
HING 1/2
EVERYT
beam, great lighting.
PART time help wanting an individual inter6138
brakes, $800 0130.
- CDLA
Dm
1BR, all appliances,
PRICE
overhead
large
extra
ed. Light housekeeping
ested in a career in
er.
Kenmore dehumidifi
Oaks Apts.. starting at
COMPLETELY set up
Chnstmas decorations,
doors, excellent locaand errands. Flexible
dental sales in the $50
BTU
35.000
Houses For Rent
753- $250. Coleman RE
$12,500
acre
1;2
plus size clothes.
N
tion Call 753-2905 or
WESTER
hours, fuel reimbursegreater
Kenmore garage fur- 6012
759-4118
shoes books, humidifi293-8595.
ment 12-15 hours per
KENTUCKY territory.
Miller
nace, $100
8 miles south o
2BR
1BR-4BR apartments.
er. kitchen items, lugweek. 759-3772
The successful candiReferences
welder. $250. 1963
Murray.
move in free
about
Ask
grill. baby swing.
gage.
date will be a selfPOSITIONS Available'
box,
Seeburg juke
required 436-6041
Pets & Supplies
days Coleman RE
lots of misc
starter with a degree. $500 492-8035
Persons needed to preCamelot
bath.
2
3BR,
759-4118
2005 CLOSE OUTS
preferably in business
tax
income
pare
prom
Subdivision. Available
AKC Labs. Black &
CINDERELLA
and
Singlewides
e Dnve
Seasonal' or marketing, or 3+
293
returns.
$750 chocolate. $200. 705immediately.
Excellent Miles' employment, we will years of successful dresses. 1 size 4 yel- Doublewides - Buy 2BR Cambridg
1 bath duplex
MOVING SALE
$150
month. (270)435-4602, 3607 or 705-0657 _
save $450 monthly plus
and
experience. low. 1 size 8 blue.
today
Start up to
sales
train. Call 753-9204 or
OLD PARIS
8775
8614
293-4602
270-492each.
$1.000's WE OWN
Starting date is Jan.
deposit. 1 year lease
437-4531
AKC Reg Lab puppies.
.390 pm
RD
MURRAY
upgraded.
NEWLY.
- Call today
BANK
s
THE
appliance
FREE
'06.
All
required,
1st
Black and choc.
28R, -IBA
Great Hometime POSTAL JOBS
charming
OFF
R
PURYEA
sys6438
at
satellite
731-6424-room
(270)559
furnished
shots and wormed
$15.22 to $21.62/hr,
lakefront house in
We offer an attractive
tem, DVR & HD 20
140 EAST
Teams start
TO 4773
REPOS
731-247-5142
now hiring. For applicaShores.
Panorama
and
upgrades. Get the first
compensation
CHOOSE FROM. SIN- 2BR. 1BA, 5290. 1102
SAT ONLY
tion and free governup to
C/H/A.
w/d,
DOG Obedience
with
ming
.program
package.
of
month
benefits
!!:
DOUBLES
8
7
GLES
S.
call
Street/20
job info,
Pogue
ment
7AM-5PM
plus
th
$400/mon
Master Trainer
.42c pm!!
FREE plus 23 movie
above average income
Come pick out yours
11th St.. 753-3415
American Association
247-6160
(731)
Available
.
deposit.
436-2858
3
opportufor
and
FREE
channels
potential
today', 731-584-9430
of Labor 1-913-59926R. central gas heat, immediately. (310)567& dinette set.
Bedroom
Please
Beasley
growth.
Call
for
months.
nity
5-3331
800-39
hours.
24
8042.
JUST ANNOUNCED: central air. $275 and
References DOG walking service
entertainment unit,
9321.
your
send/fax/email
759-0901 or 877-455on
pet
%%‘‘‘‘.marten.t
walks,
available
Employment service.
cardown
SO
Individual
up, some with new
crib. 50% off all stock
required.
resume to: Sullivan- 0901
repos, No money down
sitting, pick-up service,
pet. Coleman RE 759RANDY Thornton
of Mary Kay and lots
2BA
J.
4BR,
Attn:
Hazel.
Dental.
IN
Schein
quali:
DRIVERS
H 0 Trains! Top
home feeding. doggie
& save thousands' Call 4118
Heating & Air
more
garage
Stanley
large
2600
with
Paden.
Company/Owner
ty, reasonably priced
now, 731-584-9109
"play dates!" Call for
accepting resumes for Gault
4BR, 2 bath, all appliNovember
on
Parkway.
Available
Operators.
430
rates 606-813-3952
Receptionist/Customer Suitee300, Louisville, Must see to appreciate
LAND HOME PACK- ances central HA
1st. $750 month. 1st,
Full Time Regional
759-3483
Real Estate
IN
Service position. Must
MOVE
rates
AGES,
Reduced
FAX:
required
40223:
last & security
KY
SHIH-TZU pup female
OTR
or
areas
have experience with
All
759-4118
ns
RE
TODAY:
HD
Televisio
Coleman
12701492-8108
( 502)254 -5647;
9 weeks old, AKC rag
Start $.35 per Mile,
1-285 acres Owner
multi-line phone
bring your deed for $0
Come by 3000 East
DUPLEX: 907 North
$275
EMAIL: }eft paden
istered
99% No-Touch!
available
financing
4926
see
&
system, computers and henryschein corn. EOE
731-584Pans
down,
St..
Wood
bath
2.5
2BR.
20th.
-2831
(2701382
THC Fuel Card!
Storage Rentals
(270)489-2116 leave
work well with the
our large selection of
3BR
mO.
D
$725
REDUCE
garage.
with
id
a
P
message
public. Send or drop off
TVs. All the newest
SHIH-TZU SAW paper
mobile home and lot
All appliances. 293Vacation/Holidays!
A&F Warehousing
resumes to 802
Domestic & Childcare
trained 731-352-0037 TWO story brick aparttechnology like DLP. $15,500 753-6012
9970
Excellent Benefits!
Near MSU $20-50
Chestnut Street,
731-642-5151
LCD, Plasma & Rear
View
ment building with 5
SINGLE AND DOU- FORREST
Health/Prescription/
753-7668
Murray, KY 42071
Projection from JVC.
NEED a good House
N
Bring
1213
two-BR units. Excellent
ts
ES
Apartmen
BLEWID
401K,
and
cleanStore
&
business
Toshiba
MURRAY
and
advisors
LG. RCA.
SAFETY
income -producer.
16th St now accepting
your deed - That's all
Performance/Safety
ing? Call 753-1016
Lock presently has
Zenith from 20- to 65.
$2500 month, manager
270-7535125.000
you need - New Used
applications for lbr
Bonus'
units available 753We also have home
trainees $3000 month
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LookingBock
10 years ego
Calloway County High School
Band received its fifth distinguished superior rating at the Kentucky_ ,Music Education Association Marching Band West Regional Quarterfinal competition at Western State semi-finals.
Published is a picture of Robin
Dowdy. a nurse with Purchase
District Health Department administering a flu shot to Dustin Casper
at the Calloway County Health
Center. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
20 years ago
Teen-age volunteers for 985
donated 1,637 hours this past summer at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They are pictured at
a pizza party given in appreciation of their service.
Murray State University Racers lost 31-24 in a double overtime football game with Middle
at
Raiders
Blue
Tennessee
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
36 years ago
Members of Twin Lakers Good
Sam Club of Murray and Calloway County 'blazed the new
Henry-Piney Hiking trail in the
Land Between the Lakes on Oct.
18. This was during the monthly
campout held at Piney Campground
in the LBL.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its fifth annual "Kappa Karnival
and Haunted House" on Oct. 28,
29 and 30 at the Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
40 years ago
Dr. C.S. Lowry spoke about
"Legislation Concerning Labor and
Management" at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club house.
Elected as officers of the Lynn
Grove 4-H Club were Beverly

Rogers, Pat Lamb, Kay Norsworthy, Rosalyn Chumbler, Diana
Cooper and Lalata Lockhart.
50 years ago
Bids on a proposed girls dormitory at Murray State College
will be opened in Frankfort Oct.
27 by the State Property and
Building Commission, according
to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, MSC
president.
Shirley Cross of Murray. senior at Murray State College. was
named as one of the campus
favorites by the student body. She
is the daughter of Mrs. Brooks
Cross.
60 years ago
Designation of Selective Service Local Board No. 20 as an
official Veterans Information Center of the United States Government has been made. according
to W.M. Washer, chairman of the
board. The office is located on
the second floor of the Gatlin
building at Fourth and Main Streets_
Lester Nanny, Calloway County Clerk-elect, has been named
chairman of the Calloway County -War Fund Drive. The county
quota has been set as 57.425.
The Rev. H.A. West has been
called as pastor of Memorial Bap-tist Church, Main and 10th Streets.
Marriages announced include
Dorothy Jean Shelton to James Carmon Morton, Oct. 7; Iva Lou
Swift to Charles ' K. Cochran. Oct.
II
Births reported this week
include a boy to USN CSK and
Mrs. J.F. Hughes and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Ealy. Oct. 3;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Lee
Childers, Oct. 10; a boy to Lt.
and Mrs. Clifton Gibbs and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barneett,
Oct. 13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kit Carson Greene, Oct. 17.

TodayInHistory
By The Associated Press
(AP) - Today is Saturday, Oct.
22,itte_Z9,511.1,day of 2005 There
are 70 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 22. 1962. President
Kennedy announced an air and
naval blockade of Cuba. following the discovery of Soviet missile bases on the island.
On this date:
In 1746. Princeton University
in New Jersey received its char-

ter.
In 1797, French balloonist
Andre-Jacques Ganwrin made the
first parachute descent, landing
safely from a height of about
3.000 feet.
In 1836. Sam Houston was
inaugurated as the first constitutionally elected president of the
Republic of Texas.,
In 1883. the original Metropolitan Opera House in New York
held its grand opening with a per-
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but Mr. Jones was my former
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DEAR ABBY: My sons are
on a football team with a group
of young men I love dearly.
They spend quite a bit of time at
our house, and this has become
almost like a second home to a
lot of them.
My problem is I am
married for
the second
time to a
wonderful
man whose
name
adopted. My
children
have a difterent last
By Abigail
name than
Van Buren
husmy
band's. My son's friends (bless
their hearts) always address me
by my boys' last name, "Mrs.
Jones," and they have even
called my husband "Mr. Jones"!
I know they mean no disrespect, but I'm trying to find a
way to fix this without making a
big deal out of it. Can you help
us? In this day and age, I'm sure
it happens a lot, and many other
men aren't as understanding as
my hosband is about it. -EMBARRASSED IN NEVA-
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By MARTHA IRVINE
AP National Writer
Bunny Lavalliere's recent
Halloween costumes have been
mostly "fluffy and fairy-like: Is
she pats it — but not this year.
19-year-old fashion
The
design student is making an outfit that pushes the boundaries of
gore. From the front. it will have
a sullen zombie look. But when
she rums around, there will he
fake protruding hones and
organs in the back. It's another
sign that, after taking a respite.
darker Halloween themes are
making a comeback.
"I'm big on surprises. This
one is going to have amazing
amounts of blood," Lavalliere
says. sounding a bit gleeful
als)ut the costume she's making
at her school, the Art Institute of
California-San Francisco.
Her inspiration came from
the revival of the slasher movie
genre classics such as "Friday
the 13th" and "Halloween" that
her generation is flocking to see.
along with newer horror films.
including "Saw" and the remake
of "House of Wax."
Retailers and trend-watchers
alsu_are • sensing_ a_ heightened
comfort lesel with scarier cos
tunics and decorations, a full
'return to the dark side after
man) reselers toned down then
outfits following the Sept. -I- 1
terrori+1 attacks and subsequent
anthrax threats in 2001.
"It was tough for a *tile.says Dave Dertrig. a 39-year-old
resident of Lawrence% die. N.J..
who's' a longtime fan of
Halloween. Known as "Cncle
Death)." to family and friends.
even he displayed only one yard
__decoration four years 4o. It was
ax Isand
monster carrying
. an Amencan -nag _ to indicate
of the World Trade Center
attacks and their families.
Ii turned out to he one ot the
most patriotic. Halloweens on
- avoid. w oh many, children
dressing as firefighters and
police oltisers. a nod to the
ranks in New link.
Of course. recent month,
hase had their share of sad
new S. too from ringoing case
allies in Iraq to a seemingly con
stain string ot natural disasters
But this me. Ikring and others
see scary, sometimes kitschy
Halloween traditions as a was to
escape tough realities, rather
than potentially offensise
It takes some steam tilt. it's a
doersion a way, to has e a hole
tun," says Dermg. who's giimg
all out to decorate his yard and
home this year. and who also
hosts an animal Halloween hash)
One trend-watcher sees it this
way. -Gore we can manage is
y cry much on lad right now. as
we feel the increasing need to
become familiar with had things
had things that don't get the
best of us,". says Marian
Saltman. director of ,strategic
content for the advertising
agency JWT Worldwide. "I
think It's also why we love our
clime leIC% isioti. While the solutions are not as black and white
as the days of 'Dragnet.' there is
still a sense that good will beat
es ti in those shows."
Retailers say they first sensed
an increased appetite for darker
Halloween themes at trade
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flaming piece of material, part of a simulated bloodstained Halloween clothing creation she calls "Burnt
Zombie" at the Art Institute of California-San Francisco.
in San Francisco. Calif. While Bunny's costumes of
recent years had been mostly fluffy and fairy-like, her
costume this year push the boundaries of scariness and
gore.
JII1/41 stocked
slit N s last w WWI
up their [memory as a result.
.Nt the natiiinal Halloween
Warehouse chain. there's been
big interest' in the "Gothic
Manor- section. yy here customers can find capes. chokers
ss ith studs and costumes that
include the -emperor of es ii''
and "dark 'yen. a hooded
black y civet dress.
edgier
-slightls
These
themes" are particularly popular
with teens and young adults,
says Malinda Behrens. s ice
president of brand des elopment
tor Party City, which runs the
Halloween Warehouse chain.
A big seller at the Spirit
Halloween Superstores is a litesized, razor-lingered 1-reddy
Kruegei character, which utters
well-known phrases trom the
film
19K4
still-popular
- Nightmare on Elm Street.
"People are easing hack into
it." says Tonia Farinha. the
stores marketing director.
Still, those who work in the

inght industry say thes'Ye also
been careful not to take it too
far. Lynton V. Harris now avoids
such words as "terrorv and "horror" in the theatrical arena
shows he produces and directs at
Halloween and other times of
the year.
"I'Monunately. those words
became part of e‘cry day language. as opposed to entertainment." he says. His productions
haw included "Madison Scare
Garden" in New York. which he
closed after the 9/11 attacks.
Harris has since taken his
shows to other pans of the world
and, last year. to Philadelphia.
where he'll open the "Nightmare
X-treme Scream Park" at the
Wachovia Spectrum arena this
week.
"We rely on being clever.
instead of clichs. For example,
we don't have any chain saws."
Harris says. "My blood budget
will be the smallest of anyone in
the country."

Tips for playing it care Pallowoon
Halloween is a time of great fun for children.
but it can be a little scary for parents and drivers
Children are often out after dark, crossing busy
streets and perhaps not being a careful as they
should be
'Drivers need to be particularly cautious with
season's shortened daylight and excited kids
laically going from neighbor to neighbor." said
iy Palermo. director of public information for
But. by following
loachers Insurance Plan
some simple advice, parents, children, drivers
d homeowners can all have a Safe. enjoyable
III 'his year Halloween falls on a school day
r) means trick-or-treahng is more likely to
,e place at dusk or later If children are out at
iht drivers need to be particularly careful at
isk and when driving either over a hill or around
Use high
a curve, where visibility is limited
•‘, to see and be seen
II ruck-or-treaters should always be accompanied by an adult or travel in a group Children
or
Should be told not to eat any unwrapped candy
their
parents
where
home
return
they
until
treats
•
r)
),

eaten before heading out may help
111 Parents should incorporate reflective tape in
costumes or add bright colors to increase visibility. Make-up rather than masks should be worn
to help ensure that children have an unobstructed
view of their surroundings
•Trick-or-treaters may be caught up in the
excitement of the day and not be as careful as
they should They should always cross at corners and look both ways before crossing
Drivers need to keep a careful eye on the road
and on the sidewalk, in case anyone dads out
from between parked cars
•Children should stay on the sidewalk or if
none is available, walk facing the lane of traffic.
and they should carry a flashlight
•Homeowners should clear their yards of
anything that can be tripped over and be sure to
have a front door or walkway light on. and refrain
from decorations that use an open flame that
could ignite a child's costume
Safety Tips are available by calling 1-800website
their
visiting
2TEACHERS or
www teachers com
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Racerslook for
first ON win
against HU
Special to the Ledger
The !sluir,o, State Racers will
look for their first conference
win of the season on Saturday
when they welcome in the Ohio
Valley Conference league-leading Eastern Illinois Panthers on
Homecoming today at 3 p.m.
Racer head coach Joe
Pannunzio is excited about
Homecoming. but not so excited
about facing the Panthers, who
defeated previously-unbeaten
Eastern Kentucky 53-22 last
Eastern
Saturday, putting
Illinois as the only undefeated
team in the conference and atop
the OVC standings.
"Homecoming. is a huge
esent at Murray State, and our
players will be pumped up to
play Saturday." Pannunzio said
earlier this week. "We play well
at home. I'm excited about all
the people who love Murray
State being in the stands. It will
be a big day.
"Eastern Illinois has one
thing: attitude. They believe
they're a good team. They lost
in 2004 vs. Eastern Kentucky.
and they had something to
prove, and they took the fight to
Eastern Kentucky all day." he
-added.
The Racers (1-5, 0-3 OVC)
--are coming off their second tight
game in two weeks. a 27-23 loss
at Samford. MSU came back
from a 17-7 deficit at the end of
the first quarter, going ahead 2320 and maintaining that lead
until 22 seconds left in the third
quarter. when Samford got a 75yard punt return for a touchdown by Cortland Finnegan to
make the.score 27-23.
The defensive units for both
squads took over in the fourth
quarter, not allowing a single
point. Murray State has lost by a
combined nine points in their
last_two ga_moAthe Racers also
Jost 28-23 to Jacksonville State
on Oct. 8).
The Panthers (4-2, 3-0)
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Frida_y Alight Lights

When: Today.
3p m
Where: Stewart
Stadium
Records: MSU
11-5. 0-3 OVC).
Ell)(4-2 3-0)
Coaches: MSU
Joe Pannunzio
Elt'-) year 12933i EIU. Bob
Soo. 19th year
014-97-1)
Series: Murray
State leads 11-9

established the running game
against Eastern Kentucky last
week, rushing for 281 yards
while - throwing for crnly 32
yards.
Senior running back Vincent
Webb rushed for 109 yards and
scored two touchdowns, while
senior quarterback Mike Donato
ran for two more touchdowns.
which led to Eastern Illinois
scoring the most points in a single game since scoring 55 points
on Tennessee-Martin in 2002.
EIU had -an unprecedented
six players chosen to the
Preseason All-OVC Football
Team, led by Webb and wide
receiver Ryan Voss, who earned
FirsL_Tearn Aii-ovc, accolades
last season as a sophomore. Also
honored on the team were offensive linemen Pascal Matta and
Steve Sobolewski, defensive
lineman Kory Lothe and defensive hack Ben Brown.
Eastern leads the league in
scoring offense, putting up 30.7
points per game, while blazing
OVC opponents for 48.0 points ,
per game. The Panther defense
is just as impressive, leading the
OVC in rushing defense by
allowing only 110.5 yards per
game, a full 45 yards less than
the next-ranked team in that category.
The Panthers have also inter11 paccec- this season__
(Murray State only has one
II See RACERS Page 2C

Stubbly Rocket to
face bubbly Sox

.on

SATURDAY

CHICAGO (AP) — Roger
Clemens is the old stubbly face
in a World Series filled with
bubbly newcomers.
'He's had more farewell seasons than the Houston Astros
and Chicago White Sox have
World Series titles, more awards
than every other player on both
rosters combined. And on
Saturday night. the 43-year-old
Rocket will start for the Astros
in his hometown team's World
Series debut, opposed by former
Jose
teammate
Yankees
Contreras.
-It gets you really amped up
again." he said before Friday's
workout'. "I'm excited about it. 1
ponder to myself this could be
my last couple of starts — or
your last one."
When last seen on the World
Series stage. he exited to more
popping strobes than a supermodel Even opposing players
applauded during Game 4 in
Miami when he came out of the
New York Yankees' extra-inning
loss to the Marlins.
"I wasn't ready for all the
flashes." Clemens said.
But that wasn't the end.
If Houston winds up winning
this World Series, the best was
yet to come.
While this is his sixth Series,
Saturday night will be the first
time he's pitched an opener. "It comes with a lot of
responsibility." he said, sounding as if he was carrying the
entire state of Texas on his broad
back. "I know that so many people are counting on me. and I
enjoy that. I expect it. but it's the
career I've led. So here we go
•
again."
He wore a three-piece striped
suit when he walked.into the visitor's clubhouse, several days of
beard growth darkening his face.
In the locker between his and
Andy Pettitte's. already dressed
in an Astros' uniform, was 18year-old Koby Clemens. his old-

(B•st-of-7)
Saturday
Houston (Clemens 13-8) at Chicago
(Contreras 15-7), 703 pm
Sunday
Houston (Pettitte 17-9) at Chicago
. (Buehrte 16-8). 7:09 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 25
Chicago (Garland 18-10) at Houston
(Oswalt 20-12). 7 38 p
Wednesday, Oct. 28
Chicago (Garcia 14-8) at Houston
(Backe 10-8). 7 33 p.m
Thursday, Oct 27
Chicago at Houston, it necessary.
728 pm.
Saturday, Oct. 29
Houston at Chicago, if necessary.
658 p.m
Sunday, Oct. 30
if necessary.
Chicago.
Houston at
7.13 p.m.

est son, who followed his dad
around like a duck trailing a parent on a pond.
"It kind of gives me the old
feeling back in the Yankees'
days." Koby said. "The atmosphere in the clubhouse is awesome. It's even better in the
hometown."
Born 46 days after his father
made his World Series debut
with the 1986 Boston Red Sox.
Koby signed with the Astros in
July. He hit .297 with four
homers and 17 RBIs in 33
games for the Rookie League
Greeneville Astros and .281
with six RBIs in nine games
with the Class-A Tri-City Valley
Cats.
"I've got three more behind
him that care far more that I see
them hit a double or make a big
tackle than go out here and
shake hands." daddy Clemens
said, referring to sons Kory (17),
Kacy 'II) and Kody (9). "But
they also get to share and reap
the benefits of all this happening
now, too. They get to see dad go
out here and do this one more
time."

SCOTT NANNEYIedger & limes Photo

Tony Udley strips it away during
Murray High tailback Jon Wilson loses his grip on the ball as Fulton County's
Stewart Stadium. With the vicRoy
at
first-quarter action of the Tigers' 31-22 triumph over the Pilots Friday night
round of the Class A state
first
the
in
game
home
a
tory in the Class A, First District matchup, Murray earned
playoffs, which begin in two weeks.

Tigers skate past Pilots; earn
first-round home playoff game
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Sometimes- a week can make all the differ—
ence.
It certainly did for the Murray High Tigers
during Friday's Class A, First District showdown with an improved Fulton County ballclub.
In rebounding from a tough loss to archrival
Mayfield last week, the Tigers (4-5. 3-1 First
District) took advantage of a handful of key
Pilot turnovers to hang on for a 31-22
Homecoming victory on a chilly night at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
With the win, Murray secured a secondplace finish in the final district standings and.
more importantly, a first-round home game in
next month's Class A state playoffs.
"It's always a key to be playing at home in
the first round of the playoffs," said a happy
MHS head coach Lee Edwards. "Traveling is
tough. But when it comes time for us to travel,
we'll he ready to go because it means we're
still alive in the playoffs."
The Murray High defense proved it was still
very' much alive and well against the Pilots (54. 1-2) after getting battered by Mayfield a
week ago in a 49-21 defeat.

Against Fulton-County. the Tiger unit did
allow the Pilots-321 total yards. Rol...ever, most
of-those- yards -came...in...Me second half. when
the visitors were in-fUll ciiinebaek Mode.Fat-UM
County had just 34 yards at the halftime break.
as MHS entered the locker room with a comfortable 14-0 lead.
roprov.ed__
Edwards credited his squad
defensive play. to a new alignment and some
personnel changes.
"We've come a long way in a week.." the
first-year head coach explained. "We made
some changes personnel-wise. We went with
fewer linebackers and more down linemen. It
put our guys in positions they were more comfortable being in."
Murray controlled the contest in the early
going. holding the football for all hut a few seconds of the first quarter, but had nothing on the
scoreboard to show. for it after the first 12 minutes of play. It would take a Fulton County mistake in the second period for the Tigers to finally break the scoring ice.
After forcing an MHS punt. the Pilots started just their second offensive possession of the
game at their own 9-yard line. After two plays
See TIGERS Page 2C

TIGERS 31
Fulton Co. 22
FulionC 0.
Mummy

o
O

0

7

l5

14

3

14 —

Second Quarter
M — Rollins 2 run (Noland kick) 6 58
— Wilson 61 run (Noland luck). 1 42
Third °eerier
FC
Bishop 80 run (Yeademann lucid 11 43
M — Noland 32 FO)6 23
Fourth Cluarter
M — Roams 1 run tRoland kick) 960
FC— Dial 21 .pass from Roberson
Wiedemann lockl. 8 Of3
— Rollins 2 run (Noland kick) 347
FC — Moffatt 13 pass from Roberson (Udley
Opt pass from Roberson). 2 06
tet
Team Statistics

PC
10
23
160
10.21.1
161
321
6-3
4-40

First Downs
Rushes
Rushing Voids
Passing
Passing Yards
Total Yards
Fu mbles-I ost
Penalties

14
57
306
0-1-0
0
306
4.1
9.93

inciendual Statistics
Rushing — (Fuflon Co.) &shot 1 120 TO.
Roberson 4-17 Moffatt 4-r6 Udley 1-11,
Curhn 1-0. Frame 2-1-41 (Murray) Wilson 27211 TO, Rollins 15-41 3TD Stephens 8-28,
Wells 6-22. King 1-6
Passing — (Fulton Co.) Roberson 10-21-1
161 210 (Murray).Rolhns 0-1-0
Receiving — (Fulton Co.)lldley 6-88 Dial 2.
60 TD. Moffatt 1-1310'(Murray) None,

Tornado tenacious in win over CCHS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
PADUCAH, Ky — When
the going got tough for the
Calloway County football
team on Friday night, not only
did the tough get going: it got
tougher.
Two botched punts on consecutive possessions in the
first quarter led to back-toback touchdowns for Paducah
Tilghman. as the Blue
Tornado quickly took the
wind out of the Lakers' sails,
beating Calloway 41-6 in
Class 3A action at McWright
Field.
"We dug ourselves in a
hole early." said Laker head
coach Josh McKeel. "Our
defense. I still say. played
well — well enough to keep
us in the ballgame. We just
had some special teams malfunctions, and our inability to
move the football.
"You're not going,to win
very many football games
when you get down 14-0 to a
Paducah
quality
good.
Tilghman football team. In
order to win this game. we
knew we had to come in here
•See LAKERS Page 2C

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

Calloway County freshman defensive end Zach Bell makes a first-half tackle on
Paducah Tilghman's Isaiah Holt Friday night at McWright Field in Paducah. The
Lakers lost 41-6 to the homestanding Blue Tornado.
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KM declines split proposal
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)- three states to still offer oneThe governing board of class state basketball tournaKentucky's high school sports ments. Hawaii and Delaware are
association declined Friday to the others.
support a proposal that would
The board's recommendation
separate public and private against what has become known
schools during postseason com- as Proposal 20 does not end the
petition.
debate. The proposal still will be
The Kentucky High School sent to the state school board,
Athletic Association Board of which next meets on Dec. 7.
Control voted 9-7 against the
•The earliest the school board
proposal, a day after KHSAA
vote on the proposal is
could
member schools voted 195-78 in
state Department of
February,
favor of splitting up postseason
spokeswoman Lisa
Education
play.
The public would
said.
Gross
Under the proposal, the
an opportunity to
given
be
also
tournaSweet 16 basketball
ments would no longer be for all offer input before any action
corners. Kentucky is one of only could be taken.

If the school board approves
the proposal, it still would
require legislative approval. And
at any point, the proposal could
face a court challenge.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher issued a
statement Friday saying the
future of Proposal 20 "is best
left up to those that have jurisdiction over the issue, which is
the State Board of Education."
Fletcher expressed "the utmost
confidence in the board to
review the proposal and make a
decision that is fair to all sides."
Several KHSAA Board of
Control members said Friday
they wanted to give those on
both sides of the issue more time

to resolve their differences.
"We need to keep that window of opportunity open so that
we can continue this dialogue,"
said Paul Dotson, the assistant
superintendent for the Pike
County School System, who
suggested tabling Proposal 20
but later voted with the majority
Friday.
Another concern was the proposal's financial implications.
Julian Tackett, a KHSAA assistaru commissioner, told board
members that it would cost a
minimum of $150,000 in additional expenses to conduct separate postseason tournaments.

Racer soccer falls to SEMO 2-1 in overtime
Special to the Ledger
Murray State's quest for the
2005 Ohio Valley Conference
soccer championship ended
Friday with a 2-1 overtime loss
• to Southeast Missouri State at
•
Cutchin Field. . s Lisa Schweppe scored on a
penalty kick nearly six-and-a. half minutes into the first extra
period to give SEMO(10-4-1,52-I OVC)the win. MSU's loss:
coupled with an Eastern Illinois
win, eliminated the Racers (6-91. 5-3-0 OVC)from the regularseason title chase

MSU is guaranteed a spot in second period. Jen Nowak
the OVC Tournament, but will played the ball up the right sideneed a win on Sunday over line to Krista Llewellyn, who
Eastern Illinois in order to found Meltsa Curry in the center
remain in the hunt for the tour- of the field. Curry's shot to the
nament's second seed and a first right side gave the Racers a 1-0
lead at the 52:18 mark.
round bye.
-MSU maintained its lead for
On Friday, both teams battled
back and forth in the first half of much of the second half despite
play, hut neither team could being outshot 10-3 by SEMO.
score. The Racers attempted The Redhaw ks finally got one in
seven first half shots, five of the net in the 79th minute. Jessi
which were on goal. and limited Wuellner took a cross from
the Redhawks to just three shot Nicole Bussman and found an
opening on the left side to tie the
attempts.
Murray State wasted little match at I-1.
In the 97th minute of overtime getting on the board in the

•Tigers ...
From Page 1C
produced negative yardage. Fulton County
coughed up the ball on a third-and-11 play.
as quarterback Jonathan Roberson fumbled
-at the 9.An:MIIS.derenderquicklypounced _
on the loose ball to put the Tigers in business.
Three plays later. Murray was on the
board via quarterback Hugh Rollins' dive
into the end zone from 2 shards out. Ryan
Noland booted the extra . point, and the
Tigers were ahead 7-0.
"(Fulton County) didn't commit those
turnoVers," noted Edwards. whose squad
forced six Pilot fumbles -- recovering half
of them. "We forced those turnOvers. I'm
proud of our defense. They've improved
quite a bit. ... I felt like we played about
three quarters defensisely tonight. We're not
to four quarters.yet, hut we're getting there."
The Tigers then relied on the speed of
tailback.Jon Wilson to put the next points on
the bOard.
After forcing a Fulton County punt just

before the intermission, the Tigers needed
only two plays to make the score 14-0.
Wilson - who finished the night with 211
yards on 27 carries - outran the Pilot
defense for a 6I-yard score with 1:42 to go
in-the -quaner.--putting Murray in command..
The Tigers appeared well on their way to
an easy victory until Fulton County came up
with a big play of its own to slice the deficit
in half. On the first play from scrimmage in
the third quarter.junior tailback Tan Bishop
sprinted 80 yards to put the Pilots on the
hoard and back in the game.
But Fulton County's inability to hold
onto the ball would thwart its comeback bid.
After forcing a three-and-out on the next
Murray possession. the Pilots had the hall
and all of the momentum: However,that was
fleeting, as the Tigers' Kent Erwin recto.ered
a Fulton County fumble at the Pilot 14.
• MHS failed to A:vitalize with ii_touc.hdown,_.
but did up the lead to 17-7 on Noland's 32yard field goal with _6:23 remaining.
- Fulton -County tried To-scratch and claw
its was hack into the game. taking its next

time. Schweppe made a drive
into the box on the right side. In
an attempt to get the ball away,
Laura Oppegard tangled with
Schweppe and both players fell
to the ground.
After the officials awarded
Schweppe a penalty kick, the
senior shot the ball to the left
side past a diving Heather Jones
to end the match.
The Racers will play their
final OVC regular-season match
on Sunday, when they host
Eastern Illinois at Cutchin Field
at I p.m.

possession all the way to the Murray 2-yard
line before giving the ball away again. On a
first-and-goal play, Bishop coughed up the
ball and MHS recovered at the 4.
Then, the Tigers effectively put the contest away with a methodical I3-play drive
that covered 96 yards.- Rollins capped the
possession with a 1-yard dive into the end
zone with 9:50 to go. giving Murray a 24-7
advantage.
The extra cushion would prove valuable,
as the Pilots mounted two scoring drives in
the last nine minutes-sandwiching another short touchdown run by Rollins with a 21yard Roberson pass to Char Dial with 8:08
left and a 13-yard Roberson heave to
Ladrekus Moffatt at the 2:04 mark, pulling
Fulton County to within just 31-22.
The Pilots made things even more interesting by recovering an onside kick on the
ensuing kickoff. But Fulton County's threat
ended when Rollins intercepteda Roberson
pass near the goal line and returned it to
midfield. The Murray offense -then ran out
the clock to salt away the victory.

Lakers
From Page 1C
and play well and not dig ourselves a hole. We lust' did the
opposite tonight."
It was all about keeping -up
with the Jones's hteralls for the
Lakers, as both Das id Jones and
Mike Jones ran rampant on
CCHS.
David Jones scored once on
the ground and threw a touch-down pass, while brother Mike
scored two times --- once from
10 yards out in the first quarter
and from 16 yards out in the
third period.
Mike Jones finished with 12.s
sards on the ground on 14 rushes, while Digit] passed for 58
yards on 5-of-13 attempts.
Paducah Tilghman took a 27() halftime lead. holding the
Calloway offense to just 9 sards
in the first half
After Tilghman closed out
the first quarter with a 16-0 lead.
Logan Parrott caught a 36-yard
pass from 1.)is id Jones Mike

Jones then completed the 2point conversion. To close the
first half out. Andrew Carr
drilled a 22-yard field goal,
keeping the shutout in tact.
Yellow flags cluttered the
field for most of the evening.
Both teams combined for 160
yards in penalties. The Lakers
accounted for 65 of those yards.
The remaining 95 belonged to
. Tilghman (6-3. 4-0i.
Still. McKee! thought the
officiaring crew did "an outstanding job."
"I'm disappointed in the
amount of penalties by us. I
thought the officiating crew did
an outstanding job, probably one
of the best that we have had all
year." he said. "We just have to
play. It's up to these xoung irkit
to decide what they want to do.
The coaching staff is going to do
its job. hut these young men
have to come together - not
break apart -- if they want to
play again after next week

The Laker, got on the board
early in the fourth quarter after
starting quarterback Logan Seay
was pulled in favor of senior
Tyler Brockman. Seay finished
040r-8 with an interception.
Brockman was 3-for-11 for 60
yards. one touchdown and two
interceptions.
After'an8-yard punt by Carr
put Calloway at the Tornado 35yard line, Trey Travis(10 carries
for 13 yards on the night) was
stopped for a loss of two. The
Lakers tried a reverse with
Travis and Chite Chrisman, but
Chrisman gained no yardage
Then. Brot:kman's pass to Wes
Clymer was incomplete. bringing up a fourth-and-12 play.
The Lakers( I -8. 1-3)elected
to go for it. This time. Brockman
hooked up with Chrisman for a
37-yard scoring pass with 10:07
remaining.
Calloway. still needing one
win to make this year's playoffs.
will close out its regular-season

Paducah Tilghman 34
LAKERS 7
0 6- 6
0
0
Calloway
7 7- 41
Paducah Tilghman 16 11
First Quarter
PT - Dand Jones 2 run 8,020* Carr kick)
85!
PT • Michael Jones 10 run (Carr kick)6 39 lst
PT - safety delensna line tackled bin cameo
in end zone 3 46 la
PT • Logan Parrott 36 pass frD,,, Coed Jones
WNW Jones rum 8 42
Second Olierlar
PT - Carr 22 field goal 09 4
Third Owner
PT - U Jones 16 run (Carr kick) 2 45
Fourth Ousriar
CC Chase Dingman 37 pass tram Tyler
Brockman (luck WW1 1007
PT - Wean Moll 5 run (Carr kick) 8 18
•••
Team Statistics
PT
CC
7
File Downs
.6
32
Rohe.
24
181
Bushing Yard.
33
5-13-0
Passing
3-19-3
58
Passing Yards
60
239
Total Yards
93
4-2
fumbles-Mc
6-3
13-95
Penothea
7-65
Incloyidual▪S▪ tatistics
Rushing -(Conaway) Traos 10.13, Spay 6
1-91 Dowy 3-8. Chniaman 2+2). Wilas 1-4
Young 1-0 T Brockman 1-2, Burnous 1+11,
Harrns1-13 (Tlighpitan) U Jones 14-128. D
Jones 8-7 Moll 9-46 Gurney 1-0
T
Fassana - (Calloway) Som
Brockman 3.11.2-80 (Tilghman) D Joon 513-0-58
Receiving - (Calloway) Douro/ 1-14.
Chnsman 1.37. Tucker 1-0 (TlIghtwan)
Parrott 1.36, Trans 3-26. Tapp 1-144

NESSEN
IInvented

schedule next week at home
Madisonville-North
against
Hopkins. The Maroons (2-7, 22) were 40-33 winners over
Union Counts lag, flight

as croyi and 271repiacei

a
•
-•• au-

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
KFEhlurroy.com
e-mail: stuart_alezander.kylbons,com

KENTUCKY PREP FOOTBALL SCORES
Friday's scores
Apollo 42. Ohio Co. 28
Ashland Blazer 13, Johnson Central 10
Ballard Memorial 20. Muhlenberg North
0
Bardstown 41. Lou. Ky. Country Day 0
Barren Co 28. Allen Co -scotitiviiie 7
Bell Co. 26. Knox Central 20
Berea 39, Bath Co 38
Boone Co. 49. Holmes 13
Bowling Green 56, Breckinndge Co 0
Boyd CO. 41, Greenup Co. 14
Bultin East 53. Lou Valley 6
Caldwell Co 42, Heath 13
carnohetievise 32. Fort Knox 22
Cawood 28, Knott Co Central 23
Central Hardin 28. Bulk! Central 20
Coy. Catholic 36, Grant Co. 0
Crittenden Co. 16, Hancock Co. 0
Cumberland 45. Williamsburg 34
Danville 33, FranIdon 0
Daviess Co. 31, Grayson Co. 21
Dixie Heights 10. Campbell Co 7
East Ridge 45, Magoffin Co. 8
7
Fort Campbell 56, Webster Co. ,
Franklin Co. 56. Bourbon Co. 0
Franklin-Simpson 28, Logan Co. 0
George Rogers Clark 21. Whitley Co
13
Graves Co. 22, Christian Co 19
Harlan 33, Pineville 6
Hamson Co 28, East Jessamine 7
Harrodsburg 38, Carroll Co 25
Hart Co 35. Butler Co 14
Hazard 52, Pikeville 23
Henderson Co. 22. Owensboro 19
Highlands 21. South Oldham 20
Hopkinsville 63, Hopkins Co Central 27
Ironton, Ohio 33, Belfry 21
LaRue Co 21, Washington Co. 0
Letcher County Central 19. Everts 0
Lewis Co. 6, Powell Co 4
Lex Lafayette 37. Leo Henry Clay 21
Lex. Paul Dunbar 40, Scott Co. 35
Leo Tales Creek 35. Leo Bryan Station
28, OT
Lexington Catholic 47, Western Hills 7
Lincoln Co 32. Montgomery Co. 0
Lone Oak 35. Reidland
Lou. Ballard 31, Shelby Co 20
Lou. Christian Academy 28. Lou
Shawnee 20
4.eie-CleSailes 55. Flaahothloorn 14
Lou Doss 53. Lou Waggoner 6
Lou. DuPont Manual 55, Lou. Iroquois

Lou. Trinity 37, Lou. Fern Creek 7
Madison southern 52. Clay Co. 8
Madisonville-North Hopkins 40, Union
Co 33
PAanon Co. 16, Pulaski Co. 13, OT
mason Co. 33, Lawrence Co. 13
Mayfield 61, Fulton City 0
McCreary Central 48, Jellico. Tenn 12
Meade Co. 43, Nelson Co. 0
Mercer Co. 20. Uoyd Memorial 13
Metcalfe Co 39, Caverns 0
Monroe Co 6. Todd Co. Central 0
Morgan Co 23, Fleming Co. 17, 20T m
Murray 31, Futton Co. 22
Newport 33, Henry Co 6
Newport Central Catholic 14 Bellevue
0
North Bullitt 48, Lou Atherton 0
North Hardin 10 John Hardin 7
North Laurel 26 Madison Central 23.
20T c
Owen Co. 15, Tremble Co. 9
Owensboro Catholic 48, Glasgow 10
peouceh nighman 41, Calloway Co 6
Paintsville 55, South Floyd 6
Pans 35. Nicholas Co 8
Pulaski Southwestern 28. Russell Co
20
Raceiand 7. Fairview 6
Rockcashe Co 48, Perry Co Central 7
Rowan Co 29. Pendleton Co. 21
Russell 27, East Carter 7
Russellville 30, McLean Co 20
Ryle 53, Scott 0
Sheldon Clark 28, Pike Co Central 7
Simon Kenton 19, Conner 13
Somerset 41, Lynn Camp 40
Trigg Co. 69. Muhlenberg South 12
Warren Central 29, Marshall Co. 27
Warren East 56. Adair Co. 7
Wayne Co. 36. Garrard Co. 23
West Carter 40, Estill Co 6

14
Lou Eastern 32, Lou. Southern 0
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 26. Lou
Butler 7
Lou Seneca 26. Oldham Co 0
Lou St Xavier 28, Lou Male 23

MI Racers ...
leads the team with 49 tackles.
MSU leads the all-time series
interception on the season), and 11-9-1 (including an 8-2 record
returned two for touchdowns, in games played in Murray), but
which has helped them rank first Eastern Illinois has won the last
in the OVC in turnover margin two meetings. The last time
(+2.0).
these two teams met was Oct.
Donato has thrown for 91-5- 16,2004,-a 24-9 Panther victory
yards and five touchdowns in Charleston, Ill., in which
while completing 59 percent of Webb rushed for 191 of the
his passes. He has also rushed Panthers' 214 total rushing yards
for three more touchdowns for in that game to lead the
the Panthers this season.
Panthers.
Webb averages .77.3 rushing
yards per game, and his eight
rushing touchdowns has helped
him in leading the OVC in scoring with 8.0 points per game.
Voss leads the team in receptions (15) and reception yards
(240), while being tied with fellow receiver Charles Owens(12
TV, radio
passes, 125 yards) for the team
Today
lead in touchdown receptions
AUTO RACING
the
anchors
Sellers
10 a.m.
(two). Clint
SPEED - NASCAR. Nextei Cup.
defensive unit with 61 total
-Happy Hour Series," final practice for
tackles, good enough for first in
Subway 500. at Martinsville. Va
11 a.m.
the OVC.
SPEED - NASCAR. Busch Series,
For the Racers. Ken Topps
pole qualifying for Sam's Town 250, at
has thrown for 553 yards and
Memphis, Tenn
Noon
rushed for 209 more to lead the
SPEED - NASCAR, Craftsman Truck
Racer offensive attack. Murray
Series, Kroger 200, at Martinsville. Va
will also look to ride the hot
2:30 p.m.
TNT - NASCAR. Busch Series,
back
running
junior
of
streak
Sam's Town 250. at Memphis Tenn
Chad Cook, who has rushed for
9 p.M.
358 yards in the past two games,
ESPN2- NHRA. Budweiser
Vegas isame-day
Las
Shootout, at
and now ranks third in the OVC
tape)
in rushing with 92.2 yards per
9:30 p.m.
game.
ESPN2 - NHRA. qualifying for Las
Vegas Nationals (same-day tape)
Danny Rumley leads the
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Racers in receptions (29) and
11 a.m.
receiving yards (310), while
ABC - Regional coverage. Georgia
Tech at Miami OR Michigan at Iowa.
Jonathan Eiland (23 catches,
OR at 4 p m Pacific. Utah at UNLV
yards) and Maurice
261
ESPN - Ohio St at Indiana
263
catches,
(14
Marchman
ESPN2- Northwestern at Mich St
11:30 a.m.
yards, two touchdowns) will
FSN - Nebraska at Missoun
also pose a formidable threat to
1:30 p.m.
secondary.
NBC-BYU at Notre Dame
Panther
the
2 p.m.
Linebacker Nathan Williams
at
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Colorado State

•Murray High School's soccer banquet will be held on Monday. Nov.
7 at 630 p m in the Gums Center Ballroom at Murray State University.
Tickets to the banquet are $13 and are available at the New Life
Chhstian Bookstore, at the front office of the high school or by calling
I3everty Noland at 753-5266 Tickets will be on sale through Nov. 2 and
will not be sold at the door
III Sign-ups for the Murray lndependant Schools Little League
.Basketball program will be held ore Monday. Oct. 24 in the Murray High
School gymnasium. Sign-ups for grades 3-4 will be held from 5 to 5:30
p.m., with a skills assessment to follow from 5'30 to 6. Sign-ups for
grades 5-6 vett be held from 6 to 630. with a skills assessment to follow
from 6:30 to 7. For more information contact. Murray High head basketball coaches David Fields or Rechelle Turner at 753-5202.
Sign-ups for Tiger Stars will also be held on Monday at MHS. The
sign-up penod for the program, which is open to children in kindergarten
through the second grade. will be held from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in the high
school gymnasium

TGC - Nationwide Tour, Miccosukee
Championship third round. at Miami
3 p.m.
ESPN - PGA Tour Fungi Classic
third round. at Lake Buena Vista. Fla.
4 p.m.
TGC - Champions Tour. SBC
Championship, second round. at San
Antonio (same-day lapel
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6:30 p.m.
FOX - World Series. game 1.
Houston at Chicago White Sox

•Sign-ups for the Calloway County Little League Basketball program will be held from 10 a.m to noon Oct 22 & 29 at Jeffrey
Gymnasium. Al) boys in grades 2-7 are eligible to participate The cost
of the program is $45 Discounts will be available for siblings. For additional information, call the Laker basketball office at 762-7374. Ext 128.

voted ei
Hardware
Store
2005

ESPN CLASSIC - Wyoming

2:30 p.m.
ABC - Regional coverage Purdue at
Wisconsin. Texas Tech at Texas, or
Southern Cal at Washington
CBS - National coverage. Tennessee
at Alabama
5 p.m.
FSN - Baylor at Oklahoma
TBS - Oregon St at, UCLA
6 p.m.
ESPN2- Penn St at Illinois
6:45 p.m.
ESPN - Auburn at LSU
9:15 p.m.
FSN - Washington St at California
GOLF
9:45 a.m.
TGC - European PGA Tour Mallorca
Classic, third round. at matiorca. Spain

SportsBriefs
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Area lakes see growth of activity
There has been a lot of activity
on the lake this week as anglers try
'to put together a pattern for catching big bass.
There is another tournament being
held this weekend. The top four prizes
there are bass boats.
Those are great
prizes! I don't know
any more details,
but I'm sure the
anglers do!
According to the
information on lake
conditions supplied
by the Tennessee
Valley Authority,
Fishing
we should have
some water comLine
ing in during the
By Jerry
week. That will
Maupin
bring the lake eleOutdoors
vation up to around
Columnist
five-tenths of a
foot.
At this time, the bays are very
shallow. All anglers should travel with
care. We see the usual visitors, as
they try to cross where they can't
and just bottom out.
Fall fishing is so deceiving because
so many tourists don't know we are
at winter pool stage, and one can't
• just run anywhere.
I think the last drop we had was

before the threat of large amounts of
water coming in due to the hurricanes. People just don't pay attention to marker, buoys or maps. Many
get into trouble because of that.
On that last drop. I'm afraid we
lost much more than water. Since
then, the huge schools of threadfin
shad are not in the areas where they
should be. This is the season when
most species of predator gamefish
locate and prey on the shad in order
to build the fat reserves in their bodies for the coming winter.
If the shad are gone, the food supply needed to keep the gamefish alive
and healthy will not be available
throughout the winter. Already, we
are catching largemouth, smallmouth
and big rockfish stripers that are noticeably slim in girth.
Knowing these species as we do,
it's evident that there is something
amiss. The stripers should be plump
and round right now. We could. And
should, see some big bass being
caught during this next tournament.,
If they are not very carefully handled and kept alive, we will be right
back where we were four years ago.
Some think the lake is so huge
that it can't he dampened this way.
Ask the anglers themselves. They can
tell you how close we, are to losing
the brood stock again.

Last Sunday, I had the pleasure
of being with a great family of anglers
and outdoors enthusiasts on Lake
Barkley. I met with Margaret and
Judy Berry, Janet and Steve Ashman
and Ronald Berry at the Green Turtle Bay boat ramp. We had a pontoon rented for the day. and I took
this group fishing.
Our first indication of panic was
when I spoke to the gentleman in
charge of the pontoon rentals. He
said the waters on Barkley Lake were
too shallow for us to travel. They
had several motors damaged a few
days before, so we were forced to
stay in either the canal or over on
Kentucky Lake.
That shot my plans to get back
into some of the bays I know, where
the bass congregate along the creek
channels. We traveled out onto the
flats that boarder the main river
channel, where we saw several pods
of rockfish stripers that were feeding
on the single shad as they came close
to the river ledge.
I sure wished at the time that I
had had my bass tackle box and rods
because I didn't have the right lures
to attract the big stripers. We moved
over into the canal and crossed over
to Kentucky Lake, hoping there would
be some stripers and bass action on
the schooling shad above the dam.

The wind was pretty stout. but frame so that the lure would run true.
everyone cast their little lures with
We had been there a good while.
skill and determination. I had hoed just drifting- along the river bank.
that some shad would be schooled Finally, the anchor took hold! Soon
above the dam, and that maybe the after the boat had stopped, we all
white stripers would be there feed- heard a loud noise. It'sounded like .
ing.
a cross between a squeal and metal
If the stripers were present, we
being scraped against metal. It was
couldn't see them. The pontoon didn't have any electronic devices on very loud, and it was coming from
the back of the pontoon, where Marboard.
We tried soft plastics along the ledge garet was.
She was there in the corner. des- .
of the canal, but we only had a few
touches. The traffic through the canal perately handing onto her Zebco reel:
was constant. It's been a long time and light fiberglass rod. A huge fish
since I have seen such rude, uncar- had struck her lure. They were in a
ing boaters who constantly ran their contest of will power and savvy. Marmuch larger yachts— full throttle garet had the upper-hand. She reeled:_
— within 30 feet of our pontoon. I the fish up the side corner, where I
was amazed at the lack of concern could lean down and lip the big
for the wake they were creating. We striper for her! It was a beauty —.
had to get out of there quick!
a 4-pound rockfish striper that measWhen I was introduced to the ured 24 inches .in length!
mother of the bunch, Margat& they
It was obvious to all that the fish
:.
told me she was the one who always
should have been much heavier for. .
caught the largest and best-fighting
fish of anyone in the group. I looked that length. No matter, though. We..
into those blue eyes of.hers and saw made some great pictures of Mar- •
such a wonderful person smiling back garet and her first big rockfish striper. .
at me, saying "yes, it's true, but I That wiil remind us from now on
that she can out-fish all of us!
have tried to teach them."
I enjoyed the company of these folks.
She wanted to cast a small spinnerbait, so I took off a huge swivel so much. We must get them to come
and tied the lure directly to the line. back soon!
.•
I adjusted the skirt and the wire
Happy Fishing!T:

Sportsmen help out wildlife
Ducks are on the decline. The waterfowl, the deer herds, and socialism, the Canadian govnumber of -ducks that migrate the turkey flocks to the brink. ernment is either unwilling or
across the-United-States-is-hut --Lose-Mt-iv-at habitat-Auch as unable to administer a program
a mere fraction of what once breeding grounds, nesting areas. of conservation like our own
was.
winter shelters, and you lose CRP programs.
Amid wildly successful the force that drives nature's
Ducks come from Canada,
comebacks for whitetail deer, animals. Duck hunting could from the millions of waterwild turkey and even the majes- end today and most species of filled potholes left from ancient
tic elk, failure associated with ducks would continue their slide glaciers. We have a hale cora specie as toward the brink.
ner of the duck factory that CRP,
fundamental
It's not us, the hunters, who Wetlands Reserve, and Sod
as the wild kill the ducks. It's people who . Buster programs along with
duck is a believe that tax dollars are bet- conservation groups like Ducks
hard beating ter spent on new highways and Unlimited and Delta Waterfowl
that sports- new developments rather than (note the conspicuous absence
men ,must on -programs that compensate of PETA, the Fund for Aniendare.
farmers .for allowing critical mals, and other so-called con- servation groups) spend vast
.71They habitat to regene—rate.
were hunted
It's the people who so fer- sums to protect and expand.
to near the. vent!y sought the demise_ of
The battle is being lost in
lir The
brink- - --of the fur industry that have Canada-. Nesting areas-- and
extinction,"
Field
allowed burgeoning populations brooding areas are shrinking.
is the univerIt's a black hole that in some
B y Kenny
• . fur-bearing animals like
sal headline
years sucks in more ducks in
•
raccoons, skunks and
Darnell
for
every
the spring than it releases in
foxes
to
-decimate
the
ranks
of
Outdoors
wildlife disthe fall: No amount of harvest
Columnist
aster since waterfowl and game birds such restrictions, refuge programs,
the demise as the bobwhite quail.
season tweaking, or arm-flail-It's demand for more farm- ing .and finger-pointing will
of the dinosaur. It's a lie. Ducks
were once so plentiful that it land, another site for a super stop the decline caused by'the
was possible for a single hunter retail store, another skate park. degradation of habitat. '
another sterile community of
to kill hundreds per day.
That's why we as hunters
In the face of even this car- new homes that encroach on and sportsmen take it upon
nage, the ducks came back, wild areas that has removed ourselves to right the wrongs.
year after year, in numbers too the protection of the natural The public doesn't care — they
habitat and exposed nest after see their wildlife in zoos and
vast to imagine.
Hunters didn't exhaust the nest, brood after brood to the museums. We care. We want
supply of deer and turkey either, insatiable and indiscriminate to hunt for generations to come.
as is the popular refrain. The tastes of both furry and feath- but we need ducks.
vast wilderness of this coun- ered predators.
That's why we hand togeth-But we deserve what we er in groups like Delta Watertry sustained the life of the
pioneer. the subsistence farmer, get because of our exploita- fowl and Ducks Unlimited.
and even the trade of the mar- tion. We should be more envi- .That's why we'll have a dinket shooters by producing game ronmentally copscious like our ner -on the first Saturday night
in abundance year after year. Canadian neighbors to the in November to raise money
for the ducks, to save the habiIt wasn't the killing of the north.- Another lie.
Canada is the problem -- tat they need to survive. No
animals — it was the insidious murder of the habitat that a huge problem. In a country one else is going to help.
You can help. Join Ducks
pushed the great flights of that teeters precariously toward

Griffin Powell, 12, of Louisville recently harvested this
8-point buck while hunting with his grandfather, Gordon Loberger, in Calloway County.
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Unlimited. Join Delta Waterfowl. Become a member of the
National Wad- Turkey -Federation. Quail Unlimited, the
Rocky Mountain ,Elk Foundation. Do your part.
Leave it to the tree-huggers,
environmentalist whackos,Government agencies and wildlife
departments, and we'll have
no ducks or deer or turkey or
elk. We'll have no habitat and
you'll have no song birds, no
wild prairie coneflowers, no but'terflies.
And while you're at it, join
the League of Kentucky Sportsmen. There is a chapter farm._
ing right now in Calloway
County. The LKS is the oldest sportsmen's organization in
the Commonwealth and has the
numbers and the clout to direct
the wildlife policies that affect
us all. We need you. Watch
for a press release-in this paper
for instructions on joining the Austin Kemp, 8, took this 8-point buck during the
opening day of the local youth deer hunt on Oct. 8.
League.
There is no time to be complacent. Hunters are responsible for the resurgence of once
plentiful game species like deer.
turkey, and elk, but we will
have to take the lead on waterfowl habitat issues if the decline
is to be reversed. Get into the
game.
For information on joining
other concerned and committed sportsmen at the Ducks
Unlimited dinner, Nov. 5 at
the Murray Country Club. call
Brian Anderson at 759-9443.
For information on becoming a member of the League
of Kentucky Sportsmen, call
Vernon Anderson at 759-1556,
or drop me an email at kennyd@ murray -ky.net.
Brian Free, 16, took home this 7-point buck while
hunting in the Brown's Grove community Oct. 15.

Tanner Wyatt took this 10-point buck on the opening
day of the youth season in Calloway County.
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Shauna Wicker, 13, of Almo harvested this 5-point.
110-pound buck while hunting with her father. Keith,
on the family farm in Calloway County.
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CAPITAL CORPORATION
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• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!
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Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
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Ind. court OKs meth lab search minus warrant
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — search was justified because
Police had just cause to search police had reason to believe the
an apartment without a warrant meth lab posed an immediate
because it smelled like a meth threat.
"We believe it is a close queslab and posed a potential danger
.to a _child, inside, the Indiana tion whether that.the Smell of
alone constitutes a suffiruled •
Court of Appeals
cient emergency to allow offiThursday.
Clark Superior Court in cers to enter a 'residence without
southern Indiana had thrown out a search* warrant."
The Court of Appeals also
evidence seized in a search of
Scott Michael Crabb's apart- recognized that the spread of
ment. saying it violated Fourth meth labs poses new challenges
Amendment protections against to police and new threats to pubunreasonable search and seizure. lic safety. Police across °Indiana
However, state attorneys suc- raided more than • 1,5(10 meth
cessfully argued on appeal that labs last year.
Hazardous chemicals are
police had too little time to
obtain a search warrant because among the ingredients for the
the presence of ether — a drug, which is often produced in
volatile chemical used in mak- makeshift labs set up in homes,
ing — posed an immediate outdoors and even in motor
threat to those inside Crabb's vehicles. The chemicals used to
make meth pose dangers includapartment.
The Court of Appeals agreed ing poisoning. chemical bums,
in its 3-0 decision hut went a fires and explosions.
"The volatility causes a seristep further: The judges held the

ous danger to everyone in proximity, including the neighbors,"
said Clark County Prosecutor
Steve Stewart, who prosecuted
the case. "In this case, it was an
apartment.coruplex."
As a result of the lower court
decision, Stewart dismissed
felony charges of meth dealing
and possession and child neglect
against Crahb. He said Thursday
he intended to refile the charges.
State troopers had gone to
in
apartment
Crabb's
Henryville, 22, miles north of
Louisville. Ky., after a neighbor
reported a strong odor on Feb.
22. 2004. The officers determined the smell was ether and
got no response when they
knocked on the door, according
to court documents.
While one officer obtained a
key from the apartment manager, another entered the residence
through a rear window. Inside.
they found Crabh. a woman and

child, and chemicals and equipment used to make meth.
Finished meth was found
stashed inside the 2-year-old
child's crib. Stewart said.
Police obtained a warrant
_
after the search.
Defense attorney William
Dawkins of Jeffersonville said
he would appeal the case to the
Indiana Supreme Court. Police
have a long-established right to
enter a home when someone
needs immediate help, but
Dawkins said he did not believe
this case met that test.
Attorney Heather Bolejack,
executive director of the Indiana
Criminal Justice Institute, said
the ruling was written,carefully
to apply only to meth-related
emergencies.
-There's always a balancing
between constitutional protections and these exigent circumstances that demand immediate
action, immediate aid." she said.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This
column is the second part of a
four part article on the history
of Microsoft Windows.
Infimnation for this article was
taken from Maximum PC.
November 2005 andfrom the
following web site http://membershrtunecity.com/pcmuseum/windows.htm.

Former faculty
member to read
own poetry here
Mark Jarman, a professor of English at Vanderbilt University,
will be on campus at Murray State University on Wednesday.
Oct. 26, to give a reading of his poetry. A part of MSU's fall
Reading Series program, Jarman's presentation will begin at 7:30
p.m. in the Eagle Gallery, located on the seventh floor of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. It is free and open to the public. A book
signing and reception will follow Jarman's reading.
A former member of Murray State's creative writing faculty.
Jarman was born in Mount Sterling, Ky., and grew up in
California and Scotland. He is the author of seven books of poetry and is the recipient of such honors as the Joseph Henry
Jackson Award, three NEA grants and afellowship from the John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.
His book. The Black Riviera, won the 1991 Poets' Prize.
Questions for Ecclesiastes was a finalist for the 1997 National
Book Critics Circle Award in poetry and won the 1998 Lenore
Marshall Poetry Prize from the Academy of American Poets and
The Nation magazine. His poetry and essays have been published widely in such
periodicals and journals as The New Yorker, The American
Poetry Review, The Yale Review and The Southern Review.
During the 1980s. Jarman and Robert McDowell founded.
edited and published the controversial magazine The Reaper.
The Doyle Fine Arts Center is located on the corner of 15th
and Olive streets.
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For every seed you plant now.. you will be rewarded later.
Throughout your life, you've planned and made smart decisions now
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